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EDITOR’S NOTE
Modern Indian Scientists should be astonished and also feel proud of our ancestors for their knowledge 
and views about environment. Ancient seers knew about various aspects of environment, about cosmic 
order, and also about the importance of co-ordination between all natural powers for universal peace 
and harmony. When they pray for peace at all levels in the ‘Shanti Mantra’ they side by side express 
their believe about the importance of coordination and interrelationship among all natural powers and 
regions. The prayer says that not only regions, waters, plants trees, natural energies but all creatures 
should live in harmony and peace. Peace should remain everywhere. 

The mantra takes about the concord with the universe - “peace of sky, peace of mid-region, peace of 
earth, peace of waters, peace of plants, peace of trees, peace of all-gods, peace of Brahman, peace of 
universe, peace of peace; May that peace come to me !”

Vedic message is clear that environment belongs to all living beings, so it needs protection by all, for the 
welfare of all. Thus the study proves the origin of environmental studies from the Vedas.

Issue’s highlights are :

Technical articles are exploring “SUNSALTATION AND HEALTH “ and “Measuring a Journey 
without Goal: Meditation, Spirituality, and Physiology”. 

Cover Story uncover the story on “Ramkrishan Mission” , root of the worldwide’s Vedanta Move-
ment.

A great coverage for Hinduism on Attack in Special Report.

“Papaya Leaves in Dengue Fever: Is there Scientific Evidence? “ in Ayur Plant Section.

HAVE A NICE DAY ! 

Chhdrieak Prajapati
Associate Editor

Bharti Dhiman
Editor & Publisher
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NEWS

Jihadi attack in a Gurdaspur Police station tolls ten. High alert all 
over India including prime Hindu Temples

Islamic Terrorists belonging to suspected Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammad and Indian Mujahideen 

‘combo module’ instigated by Pakistan intelligence agency ISI,  stormed Dina Nagar police station in Pun-

jab’ Gurdaspur district in the early hours of Monday, shot and killed one Superintendent of Police, Sardar 

Baljit Singh, police and others sources conveyed.

Seven persons — three civilians, Superintendent of Police (Detective) Baljit Singh and three home guards 

— were killed by the terrorists who engaged Punjab policemen from inside the building they were holed up 

in.  With the killing of all the three Islamist militants holed up inside Dina Nagar police station in Gurdas-

pur, Punjab government declared the operation to be over at 5 pm, exactly 12 hours after the terror attack.  

Singh suffered injuries in the gun battle between security forces and the terrorists holed up in the police 

station in the town of Gurdaspur near the border with Pakistan, police officials said. Singh, who headed the 

detective branch of police in Gurdaspur, succumbed to his wounds in a hospital.
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“It is a very serious terror attack,” says NSA Ajit Doval on Gurdaspur attack. 

The Jihadi perpetrators of Monday’s terror strike in Punjab are suspected to have sneaked into India from 

Pakistan through the unfenced border between Jammu and Pathankot or Chak Hira in Jammu district to 

launch the brazen assault about which central agencies had intelligence inputs.

India tightened security on the border with Pakistan and sealed in India-Pak, India-Nepal, India-Bangla-

desh (Assam Region) International borders and tightening securities in various sectors including Indian 

Parliament, Airports, Hindu Temples including Somenath Temple in Gujarat, Ramjanmabhoomi Temple in 

Ayodhya and Kashi Vishwanath Temple in Uttar Pradesh.

 

Mumbai, Pune, Nashik & Nagpur in Maharashtra put on High Alert in wake of Punjab terror attack and its 

consequences connected to the execution of a terrorist yakub Memon scheduled on July 30, in connection 

with Mumbai serial terror attack in 1993.

Actually, a high alert has been sounded across the nation with security being beefed up at busy public places 

and markets in the wake of the terror attack in Punjab. 

Those who call terrorists have no religion, the incident may be a eye opener for them if their heads are not 

screwed as  terrorists were shouting ‘Allah hu Akbar’ — Arabic for ‘God is great’ — before four attackers 

were killed after an intense gunfight in Gurdaspur district, indicating the assault was a suicide attack.

 “Will not strike first, but will give a befitting reply”, Indian Home Minister, Sri Rajnath Singh said on Gur-

daspur attack to media persons. Sri Singh said India wants to have cordial relations with Pakistan but will 

give a befitting reply if national pride is challenged.

The terror attack came weeks after prime ministers Narendra Modi and Nawaz Sharif met in Russia and 

agreed that top security officers from the two countries would meet to discuss counter-terrorism.

Common persons in border districts in Jammu and Kashmir and now in Gurdaspur of Punjab, grossly suffer 

due to cross border terrorism and also violation of ceasefire by Pakistan, ask Sri Rajnath Singh what is the 

parameter of ‘pride’ as standardized by the union Home Minister as such!

Source: PTI and Agencies. , hinduexistence.org
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Salman and Owaisi must move to Pakistan, says Togadia. They 
prove, ‘If Terrorism has any Religion, that is Islam’ 

International President of Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), Sri Pravin Bhai Togadia has asked Bollywood 

actor Salman Khan and Majlis-e-Ittehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM) chief Asaduddin Owaisi to move to Pa-

kistan for the ‘support’ they have shown to 1993 Mumbai terror attacks convict Yakub Memon. Togadia 

stated that by defending Memon, they have proved that “if terrorism has any religion, that is Islam”.

“The fathers of Salman Khan and Owaisi committed a mistake by not moving to Pakistan in 1947. Now 

they should do the right thing by moving to the Islamic Republic. I am convinced Salman will be very 

happy in Pakistan as his movies will do much better business there and Owaisi will a get a good team of 

Jihadis there to run his propaganda, he will also be happy. This is good both for them and for us,” Togadia 

said while speaking to ABP News channel here today.

“When Hindu criminals were being hanged, they (Owaisi and Salman) did not come out in their support. In 

fact, by defending Yakub who was convicted by the Supreme Court, they have proved that if terrorism has 

any religion that is Islam,” the VHP chief said, adding that there should be a social boycott of “such people” 

of anti-national and fanatic nature.

Togadia also lashed out at the Narendra Modi-led government for being soft on Pakistan, saying that India’s 

foreign policy towards its western neighbour has failed.

Togadia said the “shawl, saari and shakehand diplomacy” with Pakistan should be abandoned. He pleaded 
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to end all relations with Pakistan at once.

When asked to comment on relishing Pakistani Mangos by PM Modi sent by his Pak counterpart Nawaz 

Sharif, Togadia skipped personal comment but attacked the failed Pakistan Policy by the present Govt.

“Diplomacy of saree, shawl and shakehand is enough for now. India should stop all dialogue with Pakistan 

and start preparing to teach a lesson to the country, which is sending AK 47-armed Jihadists for carrying 

out attacks,” Togadia told reporters.

Condemning yesterday’s terror attack in Punjab’s Gurdaspur district, he said “India’s foreign policy for 

Pakistan has failed. India’s failure in punishing the plotters of Mumbai attacks encouraged them (Pakistan) 

to carry out more attacks in our country.”

“Time has come for Myan-

mar-type thunder strikes in Paki-

stan. Like Osama bin Laden raid, 

we should also send our forces to 

eliminate Dawood Ibrahim and 

Hafiz Sayeed,” Togadia said.

Dr Togadia demanded to action 

like America’s policy to nab 

Osama Bin Laden for taking 

steps against the perpetrators 

like Dawood Ibrahim, Hafeez 

Sayeed and Azhar Masood, if 

Pakistan does not surrender 

them to India for trial.

Earlier, describing Bollywood 

actor Salman Khan and others, 

opposed to Mumbai blasts convict Yakub Memon’s hanging, as ‘traitors’, BJP leader Arshad Alam Tuesday 

said that they should be sent to Pakistan.

 Bollywood superstar Salman Khan Sunday in a series of tweets criticised Memon’s scheduled hanging and 

described him as innocent, but withdrew them later and tendered an unconditional apology.

Asked about BJP MP Shatrughan Sinha’s signing of the mercy petition for Yakub Memon, Alam said,” I 
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don’t know what Sinha has said. But I feel that whoever is opposing it is a traitor and is anti-national. It is 

better that they should go to Pakistan.”

“The verdict of the Supreme court should be respected by everyone. Both Hindus and Muslims were killed 

in the Bombay blasts. So it is wrong to give a communal colour to it. If someone sympathizes with Yakub, 

then he should also visit the family members of those victims who were killed in the blast,” he said.

The mastermind Yakub Memon carried out 1993 serial blasts in Mumbai with the help of his brothers Ti-

ger and Yusuf Memon and also Dawood Ibrahim, which killed 257 persons causing injury to another 700 

persons.

In a very straight way Dr Togadia said, “Who are supporting a terrorist even after judgement of hanging 

validated by Supreme Court, they are encouraging terrorism in India knowingly or unknowingly”.

Dr Togadia warned Govt and all concerned that We should not wait for that deadly time when Pakistanis 

would reach Delhi with AK-47.

Courtesy: ABP News.

Source: hinduexistence.org

Oxford University digitizes old paintings of Hindu gods

University of Oxford has posted digital versions of 110 Kalighat paintings of Hindu deities and others from 

19th-century Calcutta on its new online portal “Digital.Bodleian”.

These include paintings of Hindu deities Krishna, Shiva, Gane-

sha, Durga, Hanuman, Parvati, Kali, etc., which were acquired by 

Sir Monier Monier-Williams in the winter of 1883-1884. Some of 

these paintings had cost one anna each at that time.

Applauding Oxford University Bodleian Libraries for digitizing 

images of Hindu deities and making them available to a wide va-

riety of users from around the world for learning, teaching and re-

search; distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement 

in Nevada (USA) today, said that art had a long and rich tradition 

in Hinduism and ancient Sanskrit literature talked about religious 
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paintings of deities on wood or cloth.Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, 

urged major libraries of the world to make available the digitized versions of Hindu art from their collec-

tions on their online portals, thus sharing the rich Hindu art heritage with the rest of the world.

Bodleian Libraries of University of Oxford have over 11 million printed items, about 80,000 e-journals 

and vast quantities of materials in many other formats. University of Oxford, one of the top world univer-

sities, is oldest university in the English-speaking world.

Source: .merinews.com

Subramanian Swamy asks Amit Shah to call national executive on 
Ram temple

The Narasimha Rao government, he said, had filed an affidavit before the court that if it is found that a 

temple pre-existed at the place where Babri Mosque was built then the Ram Janmabhoomi land would be 

handed over to Hindus for building a temple.

 

BJP leader Subramanian Swamy has suggested party president Amit 

Shah to convene a special session of the National Executive to dis-

cuss the Ram templewhose construction in Ayodhya should begin 

from January 1 next year. In a letter to Shah yesterday, Swamy said 

BJP should also obtain consent from the court for shifting the mosque 

present there. 

The Narasimha Rao government, he said, had filed an affidavit before 

the court that if it is found that a temple pre-existed at the place where Babri Mosque was built then the 

Ram Janmabhoomi land would be handed over to Hindus for building a temple. “Thus, our government 

should declare that from January 1, 2016, the construction project of building a Sri Ram temple in Ayodhya 

will commence,” he said.

Swamy said he had earlier written to Shah in March urging him to convene a special session of the National 

Executive to discuss this issue and other commitments made in the BJP”s election manifesto which are 

close to the hearts of partymen and described as ”Hindutva” issues. “I urge therefore now again to schedule 

a special session of the National Executive. I am sure you will agree that Hindutva is the core issue of the 

BJP”s ideology and it needs special attention of the party.”  Source: DNA
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Saskatoon Hindu Temple launching $1.2 million expansion

   Shri Lakshmi Narayan Temple in Saskatoon (Canada) is launching ex-

pansion project estimated at $1.2 million with a “Shilanyas Ceremony” 

on July 30.

It will reportedly include a large multi-purpose hall, an equal size base-

ment with dining area, etc., thus doubling the existing capacity. It is 

expected to be completed in two years.

Meanwhile, Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada to-

day, applauded efforts of temple leaders and area community for realiz-

ing this much needed expansion project.

Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, further said that it was important to pass on 

Hindu spirituality, concepts and traditions to coming generations amidst so many distractions in the con-

sumerist society and hoped that this expanded temple would help in this direction. Zed stressed that instead 

of running after materialism; we should focus on inner search and realization of Self and work towards 

achieving moksh (liberation), which was the goal of Hinduism.

Formally inaugurated on March 31, 1985, this Temple, in addition to providing worship services, also 

hosts wedding ceremonies, special prayer meetings, memorials, musical events, yoga and language classes, 

spiritual discourses, meditation sessions, workshops and seminars, youth activities, visiting scholars, multi 

faith and charitable activities, various festivals, etc. Subash Biswal, Monisha Shukla, Hemant Anand and 

Nagabhushana Naidu are President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer respectively of the Temple, 

which is managed by Hindu Society of Saskatchewan.

Source: WHN Media Network

Bangladesh : 35-year-old Hindu woman sexually assualted by a 
jihadi
A Minority Hindu women was raped by perpetrator Md. Delwar Hossain (40) forcefully cutting bamboo 

fencing at Dhamurhat within Noagaon District, while she was sleeping at her dwelling house on 11th July, 

2015. Her husband – Samaru (41) a poor cobbler was working in a shop 60 kilometers away from his 

home. Police arrested Md. Delwar Hossain after the case filed by the victim (Dhaimurhat PS case No.18 

dated 15.07.15 under section 9(1)/30 Women and Children Repression Act read with section 323/506 of 
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penal code) Police said local people were trying to suppress the facts of rape in the name of compromise, but 

as the poor victim did not get any substantial relief from the local people then she decided to lodge F.I.R. at 

local police station. She was taken to the Medical Hospital where she was treated but experiencing trauma-

tized ailment.

Adv. Rabindra Ghosh, on behalf of Bangladesh Mi-

nority Watch communicated with Md. Abdur Raha-

man – Inspector (Investigation) at Dhamurhat police 

station over his cell number -01713373839 and he 

came to know that after negotiations for a amicable 

settlement ended in smoke between victim’s family 

and perpetrator, police took cognizance of the crime 

of such nature.

Adv. Rabindra Ghosh also communicated with vic-

tim, who described her ordeal and cried for justice 

and she also said “police did not record my state-

ments how I was brutally raped at night, perpetrator 

bites me on my face and breast, forcefully unclothed 

me and started to rape me without my consent, I 

cried loudly in my house but nobody came forward 

for my rescue” She also said some local influential people were threatening her to withdraw the case from the 

police station. Her husband, hearing the news of rape, abandoned her and she is now in a great distress, she 

also continued to say for this rape I am not responsible but Md. Delwar Hossain is responsible for forceful 

intercourse.

Bangladesh Minority Watch is very much concerned about this incident of rape on destitute women and we 

demand urgent arrest of remaining abettors who were continuously threatening Ms.Gita Rani. BDMW also 

demand security of the women in the locality so that she can stay at her home with dignity and prestige.

Kind hearted people may come forward for her rehabilitation with 2 children.

Bangladesh Minority Watch is also contemplating to visit the place of occurrence for legal assistance to vic-

tim.

Source : Amardesh
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‘Force removal of anti-Shivaji matter from the curriculum of Telan-
gana State’

 Distorted history is being published in text books in 

Telangana State insulting Chhatrapati Shivaji Ma-

haraj.

Students are misled by teaching that some Chris-

tian named John saved Chhatrapati Shivaji Ma-

haraj when he was looting Surat. Such lesson 

should therefore, be omitted from curriculum and 

Maharashtra Government should follow up the 

matter with Telangana Government.”

The above demand was made by Shiv Sena MLA Shri. Bharat sheth Gogavale in Legilsative Assembly 

session on 21st July. Shri. Gogavale said, “Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj is revered by all Hindus. Telangana 

State has been created recently and their publishing such distorted history in text books is quite serious mat-

ter; therefore, ban should be imposed on such book. (BJP Govt. should promptly look into the matter and 

protect Hindus’ religious sentiments, is what Hindus expect ! – Editor, Dainik SanatanPrabhat)

Source : Dainik Sanatan Prabhat  

Popular Front and Marxist goons attack Hindu Aikya Vedi march

    The recent march conducted by Hindu Aik-

ya Vedi in Vandiperiyar was attacked jointly 

by Marxist and Popular Front goons. The 

peaceful rally was led by HAV district orga-

nizing secretary KP Sajeevan when trouble 

started brewing which led to disruption of 

the rally.

The Hindu Aikya Vedi has been protesting 

against Church authorities since the last six 

months for proceeding with construction of 
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a church on government land. Following petitions submitted by HAV to the government, the district collec-

tor had stalled construction work. It is following this that local HAV leaders have been under threat.

According to sources, Marxist goons rushed to stage when president of HAV Kokkayar panchayat Vijaya-

kumar began making his speech. “They tried to prevent him speak by switching off his microphone. When 

members of HAV tried to remove them from stage, PFI criminals joined them. They screamed that they 

would not allow the speech to be delivered. They retreated when Vandiperiyar police was intimated,” said 

eye witnesses.

The HAV has condemned the attack launched against it by the combined forces of Marxists and Popular 

Front jihadists. “Action must be taken against the marauders,” said HAV leaders. Sangh Parivar leaders 

have called for a protest march against the incident.

Source : HaindavaKeralam

UK Hindus, Jains and Sikhs are ready to protest against Mamata Ba-
nerjee for her anti Hindu policies in WB

More than 250 organisations in the UK are backing calls to meet with the visiting Indian Chief Minister 

of West Bengal, Ms. Mamata Banerjee, currently on an official state visit to UK, over the plight of Hindu 

girls and women in her state, the ongoing riots causing massive exodus of Hindus across many districts of 

West Bengal and terror activities targeted against the Hindu community. These organizations represent the 

‘Dharmic ’communities comprising of Hindus, Jains and Sikhs in UK.

Leaders from these Dharmic communi-

ties in UK want to discuss cases of kidnap, 

harassment, rape and abuse of Hindu fe-

males in the state, which has been going 

on for several years. The recent case of 14 

year old Tuktuki Mandal has highlighted 

their plight and placed the spotlight on 

West Bengal, where the Hindu communi-

ty is in a despicable condition facing fre-

quent organized attacks. Trinamul Con-

gress (commonly known as TMC), the 
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ruling party in West Bengal, headed by Smt. Mamata Banerjee is nefariously going against the interests of 

Hindus being under the control of Islamic perpetrators upsurging a ‘Political Jihad’.  

There are more than 34 known organized attacks which have taken place during recent years against the 

Hindu community and per UN report 28,000 girls and women missing in just one year. The Burdwan blasts 

which were meant to target Hindus during Durga Puja in the house of a political leader shows the reach 

of terror elements in the ruling politic of the state. The association of Ahmed Hassan Imran, a member of 

parliament from state of West Bengal, with known international terror organizations being investigated by 

central investigating agencies in India is deeply concerning. Hence there has to be a systemic failure and the 

Dharmic community in UK is deeply concerned over it.  

Sri Mukesh Naker from DSP (Dharma Sewa Purvapaksha) said “We want to meet the Chief Minister to find 

out what she and her administration will be doing to correct the unacceptable situations in West Bengal with 

immediate effect and in a tangible manner.”

A vigil to safeguard the interests of Hindu community and to protect the lives and dignity of minor girls and 

women in the State of West Bengal will be held.

Members from the UK’s Dharmic organisations will be holding a vigil on Wednesday 29th July at 3 pm at 

Asia House, which will be attended by Ms Banerjee.  The Chief Minister will then visit the Mahatma Gandhi 

and Rabindranath Tagore statues to pay her respects. Members will also be holding their vigil there too rais-

ing awareness for their campaign.

The organisers are planning to do a vigil/protest at the following places where Chief Minister Mamata Ba-

nerjee will be attending.

1. Asia House, 63 New Cavendish Street, London, W1G 7LP between 3.00pm – 4.30pm. This is a meet-

ing of businessmen and businesswomen at an event organised by KPMG and FICCI.

2. After numbered (1) above, she will have a trip to Tavistock Square to pay floral tributes to the statue 

of Mahatma Gandhi and to Gordon Square to the bust of Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore. It is likely 

that these tributes will take place at about 5.00pm.

3. 3rd protest at the LSE but we are waiting for details.

The Protest coordinator,  Sri Mineshbhai Patel can be reached at  Tel07961 099 998 and email:  minesh.

patel65@gmail.com . 

SEE HOW SHAMELESS MAMATA BANERJEE AVERTED THE UK VIGIL ON HER VISIT TO LON-

DON: 

Protesters hound Mamata in London: The Sunday Guardian
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UK VIGIL DURING MAMATA VISIT ON JULY, 2015.

.  

Courtesy: Satya D Hitaya.

Source: hinduexistence.org

Courtesy: Satya D Hitaya.

Source: hinduexistence.org

Must teach lesson to those who stand with enemies of humanity : 
Baba Ramdev

   Yoga Guru Baba Ramdev on Sunday said that along with 

hanging the traitors, it is equally important to teach a lesson 

to the supporters of those who are against humanity and na-

tion. “Hanging traitors is important, but it is also important to 

teach a lesson to all those who stand with the enemies of hu-

manity and nation,” he said.

Baba Ramdev’s reaction come after Bollywood actor Salman 

Khan in a controversial tweet said that Yakub Memon should not be hanged as the real culprit is the latter’s 

brother Tiger Memon. Yakub Memon has been sentenced to death for his role in the 1993 Mumbai blasts.

The Supreme Court had earlier this week rejected his last-minute appeal and upheld his hanging for July 30. 

Yakub had challenged the apex court’s order arguing that legal procedure was overlooked in awarding him 

death penalty. He said that the special TADA (Terrorists and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) court, which 

ordered him death warrant in 2007, did so before he could exhaust all his legal options. 

Source : FPJ
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HJS efforts : Removal of ‘Tattoo’ advertisement board denigrating 
Bhagwan Shiva ! 
A person named Shri. Pradip Jadhav has business of ‘tattooing’ and has a shop near ‘Rama-kunda’ named 

‘Moksh Tattoo’.

He 

had displayed a board on his shop advertising about ‘tattoo’ in which a picture of Bhagwan Shiva tattooed 

on a person’s back was shown. It was denigration of Bhagwan Shiva and hurt religious sentiments of many 

Hindus. 

Shri. Shivaji Ugale of Hindu Janajagruti Samiti (HJS) contacted Shri. Jadhav immediately and explained 

to him about denigration of Deities. Shri. Jadhav, however, felt that ‘Body was a temple of God and he had 

drawn picture of God on the body; therefore, he didn’t feel that it was denigration.’

Shri. Deepak Muthal, who has office of ‘Panchatattva Jyotish Karyalaya’ next to Shri. Jadhav’s shop, also 

tried to explain to him about denigration of Deities. Shri. Ugale and Shri. Muthal explained to him that even 

if body was a temple of God; the sanctity of temple is preserved only when the temple is ‘jagrut’; therefore, 

whatever he was doing, was denigration.

Shri. Jadhav also agreed and removed the board of ‘tattoo’ denigrating Bhagwan Shiva. (Congratulations 

to Shri. Ugale and Shri. Muthal who prevented ‘Dharmahani’ and also to Shri. Jadhav for immediately re-

moving board with Bhagwan Shiva’s picture, after explanation ! – Editor, Dainik Sanatan Prabhat)

Source : Dainik Sanatan Prabhat

Govt must probe whether Bihari Muslim boys go to other States for 
Jihadi Training!

Is Bihar sending excess Muslim boys to other States for Madrasa Training to flare up Jihad in Hindu areas ? 

GRP Intercepts 40 Muslim Boys from Bihar at Tondiarpet Station, proceeding for an Urdu Training in 
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Bangalore Madrasa. 

   H Ramesh | HENB | Chennai | Aug 8, 2015:: 

Again the Government Railway Police 

(GRP) intercepted 40 Muslim boys while be-

ing taken from Katihar, Bihar to a madrasa in 

Bangalore at Tondiarpet railway station on 

Saturday morning. The two adults accompa-

nying them did not have valid documents. In 

the last week GRP intercepted 62 Madrasa 

boys in Kolkata in Sealdah Railway Station. 

Those Madrasa boys were taken from Purnia of Bihar to their taining destination in Statra or Pune in Ma-

harashtra.

“The railway police informed us of a large group of children being accompanied by two men. So when the 

train stopped at Tondiarpet we questioned them,” says Jay Mary, a Childline official.

Here, the  two men, Mohammad Haiyar Alam (24) and Sadique Raiza (27) from Katihar district, Bihar, had 

brought the children from Bihar for a one year training in Urdu at the Bangalore madrasa. But the entirety 

has not been divulged why the Muslim juveniles were taken to Bangalore for a mere Urdu taining leaving 

all the Urdu institutions of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh!

The name of the sending Islamic institute has also not been divulged by the authorities as persons having 

no connection with any registered and licensed organisation cannot handle such numbers of juveniles on 

their own.

In recent Bangalore has been proved as a potential and preferential habitat of ISIS sympathisers and oper-

atives in India including entire south as a focused zone of Jihadi fundamentalism.

All the children had proper ID cards and tickets, but they did not have their parents’ permission letters, 

which during the initial enquiry, the men claimed they had obtained.

As there were no valid travel documents and the children seemed dazed, there were fears that they were 

child labourers transiting through Tamil Nadu, officials said.

There was a similar case of kids being taken from poverty stricken regions in North India to Bangalore last 

year, the source added, explaining otherreasons for suspicion.

“We began calling their parents one by one, while some responded some denied knowing any such child,” 

the investigating official said.
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He added further that while there were 40 children in total, the tickets only showed 20. “This can be so as 

most were 9 and 10 year old,” he said. Under Railway fare rules, Children under 5 years of age travel free. 

Those over 5 and under 12 are charged half of adult fare.

The group was supposed to get down at Perambur railway station on Thursday and rest in a local hotel 

room, but got off mysteriously  at Tondiarpet, official sources said.

“It’s puzzling because if they were going to Bangalore, then why would they halt at Perambur and then take 

another train with risk. There are many direct trains available too,” another official said.

To verify and ensure that the children reached the right place as stated safely, two officers from Child Wel-

fare Committee (CWC), two GRP and RPF officers accompanied them to Bangalore. They boarded the 

Lalbagh Express in the evening. The railway officials in Bangalore too have been alerted about their arrival, 

as the last reports came in.

Averting any Lal Masjid Madrasa mayhem in India also, GOI and concerned agencies must take note of 

these recent trafficking  of huge numbers Bihar Muslim juveniles in other states and other Hindu areas in a 

very clandestine manner.

The concerned CWC and State authority must verify the licence of the Bangalore Madrasa in questions 

along with the antecedents of the Madrasas connected in both ends.  The weekly reports of that so called 

‘Urdu Training’ must be checked and verified whether it is a Jihadi Training to kill the Hindus in India or 

not.

Govt must ensure that the Madrasa curriculum must void from any arms training, inciting violence against 

majority people and watching ISIS and Jihadi videos of mass killing and hostage execution.

Critiques raise the question: Is Bihar sending excess Muslim boys to other States for Madrasa Training to 

flare up Jihad in Hindu areas ?

Govt must start probe whether Bihari Muslim boys go to other States for Jihadi Training! And whether 

Madrasas in India impose any threat to National Security!!

Source: hinduexistence.org

Indian community celebrates independence at Hicksville parade 
and festival
India Day was celebrated in Hicksville on Sunday, Aug. 9, 2015, commemorating the 68th anniversary of 

India’s independence from British rule. (Credit: Newsday / Raychel Brightman)
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   Hicksville’s streets were a blaze of 

orange, green and white — the 

colors of the Indian flag — as hun-

dreds gathered to commemorate 

the 68th anniversary of India’s in-

dependence Sunday.

South Broadway was filled with 

sounds of traditional drumming 

and shouts of “Long live India!” 

as people of all ages walked the 2-mile stretch to the Asamai Hindu Temple on East Barclay Street.

Source: newsday.com

Devotees of Lord Shiva throng temples to mark ‘Shivratri’

Kanwarias or devotees of Lord Shiva offered prayers at temples in the holy town of Haridwar in Uttara-

khand. 

Kanwarias from across the country undertake a tedious foot journey to the Hindu pilgrim centres of Gau-

mukh and Gangotri, apart from Haridwar in the state to fetch holy waters of river Ganges for their village 

temples. 

Shivratri is one of the important days of the pilgrimage when devotees in large numbers visit Shiva temples 

and make their offerings. 
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In New Delhi, Kanwarias stood in long queues to offer milk, curd, ghee, honey, holy water and assortment 

of religious offerings like joss sticks, red vermilion and flowers on Shiva lingam (a representation of Hin-

du deity Shiva) at Shiva temples. 

According to the Hindu calendar, Sawan or Shravan is the fifth holy month and Shravani Fair begins on 

Shravan Amavasya (no moon day) in the Shravan month and ends on Shravan Purnima (full moon day). 

Devotees seek the blessing of Lord Shiva for peace and prosperity of their families by taking holy baths 

and offering prayers.

Source: post.jagran.com

Hindu temple celebrates Indian independence

 MORE than 250 people 

gathered at one of Hamp-

shire’s largest Hindu tem-

ples to celebrate the anni-

versary of Indian 

independence.

Saturday’s event, at the 

Vedic Society Temple in 

Southampton’s Radcliffe 

Road, was compered by Adesh Joshi, a lecturer at Warsash Maritime Academy and Unity 101 radio pre-

senter, who spoke about the achievement of India over the past 68 years.

Following a flag raising ceremony and the singing of the national anthem, children performed songs and 

dances.

 After the performance all those attending, including Sikhs and Christians, enjoyed a meal together.

Secretary of the Vedic Society, Kavita Kapoor said that as well as teaching young members of the congre-

gation about their cultural heritage, the events aim had been to “promote tolerance, love and peace – the 

core values of Hinduism.”

Kavita said she was keen for al creeds to attend events at the temple.

On September 5 the temple will be celebrating Krishna Janmashtami – the birthday of Lord Krishna, the 

biggest celebration in the Hindu calendar – which is open to all.
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Festivities will include a meal between 7 and 9pm , followed by singing until midnight, when there will 

prayers and dancing to celebrate the reincarnation of Krishna, the supreme deity in Hinduism.

The next day the celebrations will continue with Nand Mahotsav during which there will be the symbolic 

breaking of an oven pot filled with white chocolate, which will be distributed to the children present, in 

remembrance of how the young Krishna would break pots in neighbouring houses to steal milk and butter 

to distribute to his friends.

Source: dailyecho.co.uk

The Myth of India’s Vegetarian Elites: A Response to NPR and New 
York Times

National Public Radio (NPR) recently featured an article entitled “Egg War: Why India’s Vegetarian Elites 

are Accused of Keeping Kids Hungry.” On the face of it, the concern expressed by the writer was legiti-

mate: the nutritional needs of poor school children in Madhya Pradesh following the state government’s 

decision to remove eggs from the menu. But, as the rather judgmental term “vegetarian elites” suggests, 

the article seems to more about perpetuating a common Hinduphobic misperception in reporting on India, 

that somehow vegetarianism is an upper caste Hindu ploy to make the poor in India starve. After all, just 

a few days before that, the New York Timesaddressed the beef ban issue with the schoolmasterly headline 

“Saving Cows, Starving Children,” complete with a photo of a woman offering a heartfelt pranam to a cow 

at that.

The irony, as readers have pointed out already, is that both NPR and New York Timeshave been fairly 

open-minded, liberal, shall we say, when it comes to coverage of the disastrous implications of a global 
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meat diet for the environment, not to mention animal lives. But somehow, when it comes to India, not only 

has the environmental and animal ethics aspect of these issues been ignored, but a wholly insulting edifice 

of distortion and disdain erected on that silence about what “diet” issues ultimately really are all about. 

Instead, using the trope of starving children, a pretext that Western colonizers have deployed from the days 

of legal racism across the continents, we are offered one more lesson in how Hinduism is somehow respon-

sible for all that is wrong in India today.

Let us examine the idea of “vegetarian elites” more closely. This has become a part of commonsense in the 

West, and in the well-educated sections of the Indian intellectual and media communities too. As the NPR 

article says, quoting a much cited 2006 survey of diet in India, “vegetarianism is limited to privileged, up-

per caste Hindu communities.” Given the general association of diet and caste in India, this might appear 

to be true, and sustain the whole charge of a vegetarian elite making children starve. However,what this 

formulation misses out on is one key question:

How vegetarian really are Indian elites?

If you walk into the restaurants of a five star hotel in New Delhi, or in many of the hundreds of malls that 

dot urban and small town India today, where the “elites” go to eat, do you really see an overwhelming evi-

dence of vegetarianism? If you look at the most wealthy, influential, and politically powerful communities 

in most states in India, is their “traditional” diet likely to be vegetarian or non-vegetarian? In my home state 

of Andhra Pradesh/Telangana, the ruling elite castes are famously non-vegetarian, and it has been that way 

for as long as one can remember. Among the many castes and communities that enjoy wealth and privilege 

in India today, those that are traditionally vegetarian are probably a minority.

And conversely, if “vegetarianism is limited to privileged, upper caste Hindu communities” how do we 

account for a vegetarian Prime Minister who happens to come from a less than privileged, backward caste 

background? How do we account for the saints, gurus, and just ordinary people from slums and villages 

who renounce meat for its innate violence? And even among Hindus who do eat meat, how do we account 

for the fact that for many of them there is a great deal of traditionally ingrained respect in their practices 

about what, when, and how much they would eat? None of these realities are considered, naturally, when 

what is being produced in reportage is not so much an honest discussion but a relentless perpetuation of 

Hinduphobia.

As I have explained in my new book Rearming Hinduism, Hinduphobia needs to be understood not only as 

a systematic denial of Hinduism in academic and media discourses, but also as an integral part of a broader 

distortion in the global, modern commonsense on nature, animals, diet, and life itself. By reducing social 
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problems, even serious ones like malnutrition, to an ahistorical fantasy narrative that blames Hinduism, and 

by failing to introspect on the violently normative assumptions about carnivory formulated in other lands 

and times, the “Hindu elite vegetarian myth” feeds a failing propaganda for violence rather than any real 

debate today. The effect of such pronunciations is palpable. It is not surprising to find Western readers, un-

aware of the nuances of Indian culture, jump to offer simplistically racist comments like “lose the religion 

and eat some beef,” even on the usually intelligent and non-racist media spaces like those of NPR.

The real need now is for reporters and academics to cultivate enough respect for their work and for the sub-

jects of their study so that something useful can really be done for the children of India, and the world. The 

realities of culture, ethics, and diet in India are far more complicated than what some static and simplistic 

four-caste oppressor model taught to middle school American children might proclaim. The reality neither 

American textbooks nor national newspaper columnists seem to be aware of though is the fact castes and 

cultures have been in great flux in India, traditionally, and profoundly and rapidly so since independence. 

Even if much more still needs to be done for the poorest, the simplistic myth of a static caste-dictated 

dietary system cannot be taken seriously any longer. Unfortunately, in the popular Western imagination, 

caught up with delusions of its own agency and the lack of any such for the other, the realities of Sanskriti-

zation and Mandalization in India are too much of a headache to acknowledge perhaps. We find well-mean-

ing journalists on TV coming to India and describing posh club members as Brahmins, presuming perhaps 

that they are all vegetarians too conspiring with the RSS to steal meat from the poor. We find too, most of 

all, that old, pervasive Wild West American notion, the “why don’t the starving Hindoos just eat all those 

cows instead of praying to them” Eureka moment now informing serious debates on Indian news television 

and media as well, just not that blatantly so.

The problem today is that the Right in India lacks the intellectual resources to invest in an Indic narrative 

of decolonization, much as its younger minds want to. Whether it is a cause, or an effect, I do not know, but 

it also often lacks the heart too to go about what it thinks is a restoration of ancient Hindu glory in a wise 

and compassionate manner, celebrating its little bans not as efforts to help animals or the environment but 

as lessons taught to “those people.” As someone who sincerely hopes that the Right will grow up, I have no 

hesitation saying that. The bigger problem though is the intellectual inertia and malaise that has allowed an 

old colonial racist mythology about India to become synonymous with the progressive, anti-casteist posi-

tion in India today. To put it simply, I think the beef bans and beef festivals both miss the point by fighting 

over rights (real or imagined) bestowed by the past on the present. It has to be about the present preparing 

for a future where one day we might well wake up with a start, as we did about second-hand smoke, about 
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the needlessness of the mass industrial slaughter of animals, birds, and sea-life that we routinely accept as 

a global way of life today.

For such a realization to dawn, we have to proceed carefully on how we treat debates about diet and iden-

tity and not presume to pass off orientalistic homilies like “In India, you are what you eat” or about how 

“scriptures (that most of us hardly know or follow) prescribe notions of purity.” We cannot dismiss what is 

perhaps the oldest living, continuous tradition of vegetarianism in the world as mere superstition. Such an 

appropriation and denial though has already happened in Western discourse, which increasingly highlights 

animal rights but somehow turns its back on India’s past and present. Eminent scholars like Steven Pinker, 

after all, hasten to add to their pet theories about how the West helped reduce violence n the 20th century 

little details like how even if the Hindus avoided meat it wasn’t because of animal rights concerns but just 

because they believed in reincarnation.

The facts are simple. All of India may not have been vegetarian all the time. But the importance given to 

vegetarianism in Indian life for the simple reason that our ancestors knew we could live without taking an 

animal life, is an enormous leap in human civilization that the modern West has had a very tough time com-

ing around to accept. Sadly, even as the West is outgrowing the limitations of its own religious and secular 

mythologies about humans and animals, we find some of our own experts now playing into a medieval 

mindset, even in the guise of fighting one.

Source: huffingtonpost.com

The Nagas – Snake Worshippers are Revered in 26 Countries

 In Genesis the Serpent is a Naga who in-

structs the new infant (humanity) in what is 

called the Knowledge of Good and Evil. The 

Christian church has, unfortunately trans-

formed the Initiate-Teacher into a tempting 

and negative demon-character.The snake or 

serpent was worshiped as a representation of 

the great god,lord Sun, along with fire.

The spiritually advanced and realised peo-

ple whose Kundalini was awakened were 
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called “Nagas” and this was spread throughout world and so we find snake worship all places in the world 

even where there are no snakes like Ireland and Tibet.

Many examples of Nagas appear on the walls and along an avenue leading to the temple of Ankhor Wat in 

Kampuchea (formerly, Cambodia) and also in Buddhist temples in Sri Lanka (formerly, Ceylon.)

1. In the Mahabharata the Naga Kingdom is the territory of a hardy and warlike tribe called Nagas. They were 

also considered as one of the supernatural races like the Kinnaras.

2. GREECE :Apolloniy Tiansky – contemporary of Jesus Christ, the main representative of new Pythagorean 

school – had been trained magics by Nagas of Kashmir.

3. MEXICO: In Mexico, we find the “Naga” which becomes “Nagal.”

4. CHINA: In China, the Naga is given the form of the Dragon and has a direct association with the Emperor 

and is known as the “Son of Heaven”. The Chinese are even said to have originated with the Serpent demi-

gods and even to speak their language, Naga-Krita.

5. EGYPT: In Egypt the same association is termed “King-Initiate”.

 6. TIBET: For a place that has no serpents, Tibet, they are still known in a symbolic sense and are called Lu. 

Nagarjuna called in Tibetan, Lu-trub.

7. GREECE: In the Western traditions we find the same ubiquity for the Naga, or Serpent. One simple ex-

ample is the Ancient Greek Goddess, Athena. She is known as a warrior Goddess as well as the Goddess of 

Wisdom; her symbol being the Serpent as displayed on her personal shield.

8. IRELAND: The serpents was worshipped and deified in Ireland.

9. AFRICA: Africa the chief centre of serpent worship was Dahomey, the cult of the python seems to have 

been of exotic origin.

10. IRAQ: Ancient Mesopotamians and Semites believed that snakes were immortal

11. ISRAEL: Before the arrival of the Israelites, snake cults were well established in Canaan in the Bronze 

Age, for archaeologists have uncovered serpent cult objects in Bronze Age strata at several pre-Israelite cities 

in Canaan: two at Megiddo,one at Gezer, one in the sanctum sanctorum of the Area H temple at Hazor, and 

two at Shechem.

12. SYRIA : A late Bronze Age Hittite shrine in northern Syria contained a bronze statue of a god holding a 

serpent in one hand and a staff in the other.

13. MESOPOTAMIA [TODAY’S IRAQ] : In sixth-century Babylon a pair of bronzer serpents flanked each 

of the four doorways of the temple of Esagila.

14. MESOPOTAMIA [TODAY’S IRAQ]: At the tell of Tepe Gawra, at least seventeen Early Bronze Age 
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Assyrian bronze serpents were recovered.

15. EGYPT: Ancient Egyptians worshiped snakes, especially the cobra. The cobra was not only associated 

with Ra, but also many other deities such as Wadjet, Renenutet, and Meretseger. Serpents could also be evil 

and harmful such as the case of Aapep.

16. GREECE: We learn from Herodotus of the great serpent which 

defended the citadel of Athens. The Roman genius loci took the 

form of a serpent. A snake was kept and fed with milk during rites 

dedicated to Potrimpus, a Prussian god.The oracles of the Ancient 

Greeks were said to have been the continuation of the tradition 

begun with the worship of the Egyptian cobra goddess, Wadjet.

17. On the Iberian Peninsula there is evidence that before the in-

troduction of Christianity, and perhaps more strongly before inva-

sions of the Romans, Serpent worship was part of local religion.

18. AUSTRALIA: In Australia, the Aboriginal people worship a 

huge python, known by a variety of names but universally re-

ferred to as the Rainbow Serpent, that was said to have created the landscape, embodied the spirit of fresh 

water and punished lawbreakers. The Aborigines in southwest Australia called the serpent the Waugyl, 

while the Warramunga of the east coast worshipped the mythical Wollunqua.

19. CAMBODIA: An Indian brahmana named Kaundinya came to Cambodia, which at the time was under 

the dominion of the naga king. The naga princess Soma sallied forth to fight against the invader but was 

defeated. Presented with the option of marrying the victorious Kaundinya, Soma readily agreed to do so, 

and together they ruled the land. The Khmer people are their descendants.

20. KOREA: In Korean mythology, Eobshin, the wealth goddess, appears as an eared, black snake. In Jeju 

Island, the goddess Chilseong and her seven daughters are all snakes.

21. AMERICA: In America some of the Native American tribes give reverence to the rattlesnake as grand-

father and king of snakes who is able to give fair winds or cause tempest. Among the Hopi of Arizona the 

serpent figures largely in one of the dances.

22. AMERICA: The rattlesnake was worshipped in the Natchez temple of the sun and the Aztec deity 

Quetzalcoatl was a feathered serpent-god.

23. PERU: The tribes of Peru are said to have adored great snakes in the pre-Inca days and in Chile the 
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Mapuche made a serpent figure in their deluge beliefs.

24. COLOMBIA: Lake Guatavita in Colombia also maintains a Cacique legend of a “Serpent God” living 

in the waters, which the tribe worshiped by placing gold and silver jewelry into the lake.

25. Norse: Jörmungandr, alternately the Midgard Serpent or World Serpent, of the Norse mythology, is the 

middle child of Loki and the giantess Angrboða.

26. Carvings about 70,000 years old on a snake-like rock in a cave in Botswana indicate that Stone Age 

people developed religious rituals far earlier than previously believed.

Source: WHN Media Network

Hindus back vegetarian school meals in France

Hindus are supporting the campaign for vegetarian school meals in France.Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, 

in a statement in Nevada (USA) today, said that as consuming beef was considered sacrilegious among 

Hindus, so vegetarian school meals would be welcomed by French Hindus. Moreover, many Hindus were 

just vegetarians.

Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, pointed out that beef should be kept off the menu 

of school meals as cow was held sacred by Hindus and was considered the seat of many deities.

 With its population increasingly diverse, France should be more respectful to all the faith traditions while 

deciding menu for school meals. All French schoolchildren should have the option of choosing vegetarian 

meals, Rajan Zed stressed.

Source: thehansindia.com
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Vishwa Hindu Parishad to host Sant Sammelan during ongoing 
Kumbh Mela in Nashik

 Nashik, Aug 27 (PTI) The Vishwa Hindu Parishad 

(VHP) plans to host a Sant Sammelan during the ongo-

ing Kumbh Mela in Nashik and Trimbakeshwar, it was 

officially announced here yesterday.

The event will discuss Ramjanmabhoomi, religious 

conversions, population control, cow slaughter and other 

issues VHP general secretary Venkatesh Abdeo said, at a press conference yesterday.

The event will see around 150 sants including mahants, shankaracharyas, jagatgurus and other seers will 

held at Trimbakeshwar at Juna Akhada, where the agenda on the above stated lines will be decided.

The meeting will be held at Janardhan Math on September 6, where resolutions will be passed, Abdeo said.

Abdeo said that the Ramjanmabhoomi issue, needs to be taken to the next level so that a constitutional law 

is enacted to construct a temple at the same place.

“The temple and and Lord Ram are subjects of national pride and we want all to accept them as national 

identities.

For this a pressure group needs to be created and all these matters will be discussed,” Abdeo said.

The VHP leader said that petrodollars are being spent on matters like “love jihad”.

“Our young girls are being lured, converted used and thrown.

The only intention is to increase their population and such designs need to be stopped through an anti-con-

version law and a population control law,” Abdeo said, adding that Hindus have adopted family planning in 

the interest of the nation but others do not follow.

He said that as a result, the Hindu population has been declining, which needs to be stopped through law.

The VHP leader said that a national ban on cow slaughter is essential to restore the ecology.

“Research has proved that gomutra or cow urine has medicinal properties.

Cow dung is the best organic manure and therefore it is important to save the cow,” Abdeo said.

Source: Niti Central
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Indian PM Modi launches digital version of Ramcharitmanas

Prime Minister Narendra Modi today released the digital version of ‘Ramcharitmanas’, as a set of digital 

CDs produced by All India Radio.

Praising the efforts of the artistes who had contributed to this musical production, PM Modi said they had 

performed not just sangeet sadhna, but also sanskriti sadhna and sanskaar sadhna (devotion not just to mu-

sic, but also to culture and tradition).

 The Prime Minister described the Ramcharitmanas as a great epic which contained the “essence of India.” 

He mentioned how the Indians who had travelled to various parts of the world, such as Mauritius, kept 

alive their link with India over successive generations, through the Ramcharitmanas.

The Prime Minister appreciated the role played by All India Radio – Akashvani – in uniting the people and 

spreading awareness and information in India. He said that he has been informed that All India Radio has 

approximately 9 lakh hours of audio recordings of various artistes from across the country. He said this was 

a priceless collection, which should be documented in detail for posterity.

The Minister for Information and Broadcasting Shri Arun Jaitley, and the Chairman Prasar Bharati Board 

Shri Suryaprakash were present on the occasion.

(With inputs from PIB)

Source: Niti Central
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Hindus to Build Giant 120-meters Statue of Lord Vishnu in Bali

   A giant statue of Hindu Lord Vishnu is being built in 

Bali (a Hindu-based island in Indonesia), which is 

claimed to be “one of the tallest and largest modern 

day sculptures”, and will reportedly be ready by 

2017. 

This 120 meters high and 64 meters wide statue is 

claimed to be bigger than Statue of Liberty in New 

York and Christ the Redeemer statue in Brazil, and 

will be visible from 20 kilometers away.

It will be the main attraction of Garuda Wisnu Kencana Cultural Park in Ungasan, currently run by PT 

Alam Sutera Realty Indonesia. Being created by renowned Indonesian sculptor I Nyoman Nuarta, it shows 

Lord Vishnu sitting on Garuda. Some core parts of the statue will be gold layered. From his workshop in 

Bandung (West Java), Nuarta carves the statue in several parts, consisting of 24 segments and formed with 

754 modules made of copper and brass coated patina acid, which are then transported to Southern Bali, 

reports suggest.

Meanwhile, distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada (USA) today, commended 

the concept of a tall Lord Vishnu statue visible from a long distance.

Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, hoped that this would help create awareness 

about Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world with about one billion adherents. He urged 

the Cultural Park management to make available information about Hinduism philosophy, concepts and 

traditions for the stream of visitors.

Weighing about 4,000 tons, this bulkier copper statue with magnificent carvings, will be on a 

30,000-square-meter pedestal built on a 10,000-square-meter of land. Inside of the pedestal will reportedly 

contain several facilities, like a multifunction ballroom to be utilized for international conferences, and 

some galleries to exhibit the cultural art creations.

The statue and its pedestal will be surrounded by over 60-hectares of Cultural Park. It is also planned to 

build a museum showcasing the two-decades of statue development. 

Lord Vishnu is “preserver” in the Hindu triad with Lord Brahma and Lord Shiva as the aspect of the Su-

preme. He has ten incarnations to establish dharma (divine law). Moksh (liberation) is the ultimate goal of 
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Hinduism.

Indonesia has the largest Muslim population than any other country in the world; where Muslims form 

about 88% of the population and Hindus about 3%, but are mostly isolated to the island of Bali.

Source: The Chakra

Hindu outfits to hold protest on Oct 1 for banning ‘Santhana Sans-
the’

   Mangaluru , Sep 29: “Pro- Hindu outfits will hold protest against banning ‘Santhana 

Sansthe’ on Thursday October 1, near DC office at 4 pm.” said Dharmendra State 

Spokesperson of Hindu Mahasabha.

He was addressing the press meet at press club here Tuesday September 29.

“Around 1000 Hindu activists from various pro-hindu outfits will take part in this protest. There is attempt 

to link murder of MM Kalburgi to Sanatha Sansthe, the organization which works for the interest to protect 

the Hindu Dharama.”

He also said that ” Government should arrest the culprit in the crime. Instead it should not ban the organi-

zation which works to protect the religion and culture”.

He also said “If the government bans the organization, there will be consequences.In many instances 

various governments have tried to ban Hindu outfits. Present government is also suppressing the Hindus. 

We condemn this move.Though the supreme court asked to release Prajna Singh Takoor, she has not been 

freed. But the anti social elements are roaming freely in the society.”

Kumar Malemar, leader of Sri Ram Sena also spoke on this occasion.

Veerappa Moodushedde of Hindu Yuva Sene and others were present during the press meet.

Source: daijiworld.com

Visiting an Indian temple helped me stick to Facebook’s mission : 
Mark Zuckerberg
Mark Zuckerberg says that a trip to India at the urging of Steve Jobs played a crucial role in Facebook’s 

development.

“Early on in our history when things weren’t really going well – we had hit a tough patch and a lot of peo-

ple wanted to buy Facebook – I went and I met with Steve Jobs and he said that to reconnect with what I 
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believed was the mission of the company, I should go visit this temple in India that he had gone to early in 

the evolution of Apple, when he was thinking about what he wanted his vision of the future to be,” Zucker-

berg explained on stage Sunday morning, as he hosted India Prime Minister Narendra Modi for a town-hall 

style Q&A.

So, Zuckerberg flew to India, visited the tem-

ple, and spent almost a month traveling around 

the country. He says that seeing the way that 

people connected made him feel that the world 

would be much better if everyone had a stron-

ger ability to connect.

“That reinforced to me the importance of what 

we were doing, and that is something I will al-

ways remember,” Zuckerberg says.

Facebook, of course, pushed through its rough 

patch, and Zuckerberg rejected acquisition of-

fers, growing the site from a dorm-room exper-

iment into one of the largest tech companies in the world. Today in India, where millions of people are 

coming online for the first time, it’s often one of the first websites people experience thanks to the efforts of 

Internet.org, a Facebook-led initiative to give people access to certain websites for free.

“India is very important to the history of our company,” Zuckerberg said.

Following Zuckerberg’s anecdote about visiting India, he and Prime Minister Modi discussed the impor-

tance of social media in democracy, the need for better tech infrastructure, and the importance of bringing 

the internet to all Indian citizens. Zuckerberg has personally become vocal about his ambitions to help bring 

internet access to everyone on the planet.

Source : BusinessInsider
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Indian PM Modi agrees to write to Obama on Diwali stamp

    Prime Minister Narendra Modi has 

agreed to a request to write to US 

President Barack Obama on issuing 

of postage stamp on Diwali by the 

US Postal Service, an individual 

behind the years long campaign has 

said.

   The request in this regard was 

made by an Indian-American cou-

ple from New York—Ranju and 

Ravi Batra who met Modi at the UN General Assembly on 25th Sept  when the Prime Minister went there 

to address the Post 2015 Sustainable Development Agenda Summit.

 Ranju, as chair of Diwali Stamp Project, updated Modi on her multi-years’ Diwali Stamp efforts along with 

Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney, a media release said.

During the brief encounter, Ranju urged the Prime Minister to write a letter to Obama in support of the 

Diwali Stamp being issued by US Postal Service.

“The Prime Minister agreed to do so and said, ‘I will write (to) President Obama (for) supporting the Diwali 

Stamp’ and took the note as a reminder,” a media release said.

The US Postal Service has issued stamps on all major religions of the world excluding Hinduism.

 Obama is the first US President to personally celebrate Diwali in the White House.

For more than a decade now several efforts have been made towards issuing of a postal stamp on Diwali 

by the US Postal Service.

Dozens of US lawmakers have written in this regard to the US Postal Service, which has also received 

thousands of signed letters from Indian-Americans.

Congressional resolutions have also been passed in this regard, but the efforts have not been successful. – 

India Today, 26 September 2015

 

Source: bharatabharati.com
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ABSTRACT

Suryanamaskar (sun-salutation): Yoga is an ancient science useful for a healthy life. Sunsalutation is a 

procedure in yoga and element of Hatha Yoga, which involves energetic bodily movements synchronised 

with periodic breathing. Sun-salutation is beneficial to develop a healthy body and healthy mind even. Vital 

capacity of lungs is increased by sun-salutation. Now a day’s obesity and heart diseases are a major issue 

which effects on health and rate of mortality. Sun-salutation is an easy way for cardiac fitness and to reduce 

the over -weight. Health of individuals is mostly affected by digestive system. Sun-salutation is useful to 

maintain health of digestive system by toning up the abdominal organs. As the oxygen consumption is 

increased during sun-salutation it detoxifies the blood from carbon dioxide like gases. It also affects on 

endocrine system and regulates their functions. Muscles of arm and chest are also build up its which gives 

a good shape to body. Menstrual problems in the females are also overcome by it. During Sun-salutation 

mantras are also used which is beneficial for mental health of practioner.

INTRODUCTION

Sun-salutation is the procedure in science of Yoga. By Yogic procedures fitness of external organs as well 

as internal organs is maintained. It is one kind of vyaayma (physical exercise) which is most effective 

for health. The individual who perform it daily will remain healthy forever. (Ghanekar and Vaidakiya 

Subhashit Sahityani, 1999) Healthy life is the one kind of important wealth for everyone. (Ghanekar and 

Vaidakiya Subhashit Sahityani, 1999) Even the big benefit in the life is also a healthy life. (Ghanekar and 

Vaidakiya Subhashit Sahityani, 1999) Suryanamaskara are performed by facing towards the East direc-

tion. (Vijay kumar Rai and Swasthavritta Vidyan, 2010) Now a day’s the life style of individual is hectic 

schedule. Physical inactivity was estimated to cause 1.9 million deaths and 19 million DALYs globally. 
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The possible effect of this physical inactivity may be, low back pain, Osteoporosis, Osteoarthritis, anxiety, 

depression, stress, and Obesity. (http://www.who.int/whr/2002/en/whr02_en.pdf)

In Yoga science Ashtang yoga is described which consist of eight stages. These are as follows. (Vijay ku-

mar Rai and Swasthavritta Vidyan, 2010)

1. Yam: (Ethical practices)

2. Niyam: (Ethical practices)

3. Asana: (Physical practices)

4. pranayam: (Physical practices)

5. Pratyahar: (Sensorial practices)

6. Dhyan: (Meditative practices)

7. Dharna: (Meditative practices)

8. Samadhi: (Meditative practices)

Sun-salutations involve the series of Asana in collaboration with pranayama and Surya upasana. It consist 

of following twelve steps

1. Pranamasana (Prayer position),

2. Hastauttanasana (Raised arm position),

3. Padahastasana, (Hand to foot position),

4. Ashwa Sanchalanasana (Hand to foot position),

5.Parvatasana (Stick position),

6. Ashtanga Namaskara (Salute with eight parts)

7.Bhujangasana:(cobra position),

8.Parvatasana:(Mountain posture),

9. Ashwa Sanchalanasana: (Equestrian posture),

10.HastaPadasana:(hand to foot position) ,

11. Hastauttanasana:(Raised arm posture), 

and 12. Pranamasana: (Salutation posture) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3289222)
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During above each step mantra is chatted these are as follows:

(Vijay kumar Rai, Swasthavritta Vidyan, 2010)

1. Om Mitraaya Namaha.

2. Om Ravaye Namaha

3. Om Suryaya Namaha.

4. Om BhaanaveNamaha.

5. Om Khagaya Namaha

6. Om Pooshne Namaha.

7. Om Hiranyagarbhaaya Namaha.

8. Om MareechayeNamaha.

9. Om AadityaayaNamaha.

10. Om SavitreNamaha.

11. Om Aarkaaya Namaha.

12. Om Bhaaskaraya Namaha.

Importance of suryanamaskara is, it beneficial physically as well as mentally. Due to Asana musculature 

of body develops, the muscles of thigh, arm, abdomen and chest are well developed. Pranayama helps 

to construct the healthy mind and also beneficial for the health of lungs. (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

pmc/articles/PMC3289222) Few weeks practice of Suryanamaskara (sun-salutation) is helpful in changing 

physiology and psychology which is beneficial to cardio-vascular and pulmonary functions. (http://recent-

science.com/index.php /rrst/article/viewFile/7397/3798)

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

1) To study Scientific method of Suryanamaskara (sunsalutation).

2) To study Benefits of sun-salutation.

3) To study role of sun-salutation in prevention of diseases.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

1) Classical texts of Ayurveda.

2) Various articles published in national and international journals.
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History of Sun-salutation – Vedic history. In Veda, some references found about praising the sun for healthy 

life. In the procedure of sun-salutation along with physical prostration Surya Upasna is also a major as-

pect. Trucha Kalpa Suryanamaskara- It is a one sort of procedure of sun-salutation described in Rig Veda, 

in which sunsalutation is performed by application of three ruchas in Rig Veda. Aditya Prasna –It is also 

another method of suryanamaskara (Sun-salutation) discribed in Yajur Veda, which is mostly popular in 

South India. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surya_Namaskar_Origins)

History in Maharashtra (Satara district) Pant Pratinidhi and Raja of Aundh (1868-1947) Shrimant BHA-

VANRAO SHRINIVAS ‘BALA SAHIB’ has a importance in the origin of sun-salutation. He modifies the 

ancient method of sun-salutation and invents the modern method. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surya_

Namaskar_Origins) History in purana- Aditya-hrdayam is also associated with procedure of sun-salutation 

and sun upasana. In Ramayana it is taught by Agastya to Rama to fight against Ravana (http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/Aditya_Hridayam)

General instructions: (http://rnarayanaswami.net/yogapdf/suryanamaskar.pdf)

1. Practise the sun-salutation on empty stomach means at least two hours gap after meal.

2. After sun-salutation do not eat for 20 minutes.

3. In the morning perform the sun-salutation by facing towards the East direction.

4. In the evening perform the sun-salutation by facing towards the West direction.

5. Perform the sun-salutation steps slowly.

Twelve steps of sun-salutation (http://lex123.hubpages.com/hub/Amazing-Benefits-of-Surya-Namaskara)

Procedure of Suryanamaskar (Sun-satutation): (http://www. yogajournal.com/practice/2746; Vijay kumar 

Rai, Swasthavritta Vidyan, 2010)

  1. Pranamasana: (Prayer position)

Stand straight and erected, join the palms near the chest like we do in prayer. 

Use the mantra Om Mitraaya Namaha.

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)
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   2. Hastauttanasana: (Raised arm position)

By inhaling and raise the folded hand’s above the head. Form an arch 

like structure of back by bending backward. Chatting the mantra Om 

Ravaye Namaha.

 

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

   3. Padahastasana: (Hand to foot position.)

After exhaling bends forward and downward so that the palms of both 

the hands touches the ground on either side of your feet. Take precau-

tion that your knees are straight during this position. Use the mantra 

Om Suryaya Namaha.

 (http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

Padahastasna (http://www.stylecraze.com/articles/yoga-asanas -to-re-

duce-belly-fat/)

   4. AshwaSanchalanasana: (Equestrian position)

While inhaling lower down hips and extend the left leg back and balance 

the leg on left toe. By bending the right knee the right foot is kept flat 

on ground. Fix the both hands on the ground on either side of right foot. 

Now raise the head in upward direction towards the sky .Use the mantra 

Om Bhaanave Namaha.

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

  5. Parvatasana: (Stick position.) 

After exhalation take back right leg so that it join the left leg. Instanta-

neously raise the hips and bring down the head between the arms. Keep 

the arms and knees straight. Use the mantra Om Khagaya Namaha

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)
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   6. Ashtanga Namaskara: (Salute with eight parts)

Keep hands and feet are in the same as above posture and bring your 

hips down while gently exhaling. By stretching body close to the 

floor direct the face downward and bring the chest and knees close 

to floor. Use the mantra Om Pooshne Namaha.

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

    7. Bhujangasana: (cobra position.)

Inhale first and pushes the chest forward and upward with the hands 

while lower down the waist. Push the chest in such a way that the 

spine will be arched and the head is facing up. Take care that knees 

and lower abdomen do not touch the ground during the posture. 

Use the mantra Om Hiranyagarbhaaya Namaha.

 (http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

    

8. Parvatasana: (Mountain posture)

By holding the breath as in previous position, place the right leg between the 

hand like as position 3 but instead of the left leg front take here right leg and 

place left leg back. Chat the mantra Om Mareechaye Namaha. 

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

    9. Ashwa Sanchalanasana: (Equestrian posture)

After exhaling, brings the left leg onward as in 2position androom it among 

both arms. Later inhale and swing right leg forward between the hand and the 

left leg remain back resume posture. Use the mantra Om Aadityaaya Namaha 

 (http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)   
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    10. Hasta Padasana: (hand to foot position)

Inhale start and get up in position 1 then exhale bring the left foot forward and 

join both leg and resume posture. Use the mantra Om Savitre Namaha.

 

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

    11. Hastauttanasana (Raised arm posture)

After Inhaling elevate the trunk up and bend backward then resume posture 2 

and chat the mantra Om Aarkaaya Namaha.

 

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

    12. Pranamasana (Salutation posture)

Straight the body and bring hand in front of the chest and resume posture 1. Use 

the mantra Om Bhaaskaraya Namaha.

 

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)

Benefits of suryanamaskara

1. It is useful to lose weight without change in diet. (http://yogahathayoga.com/surya-namaskar-to-lose-

weight)

2. Suryanamaskar is useful to increases heart rate adequate and to make major cardiovascular health ben-

efits. (http://yogahathayoga.com/cardiovascular-benefits-of-suryanamaskar-2)

3. Provide strength to muscles and improves blood circulation.

4. It relieves stress factor and useful in sleep related disorders (http://health.sulekha.com/salute-the-sun-

withsurya-namaskar-for-a-healthy-body-and-mind_599038_blog)

5. It lowers the blood pressure and pulse rate (http://www.isrj.net/ArticleFullText.aspx?ArticleID=4656)

6. It relieves chronic backache, neck pain.
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7. It is Useful to lower down sugar in Diabetes mellitus.

8. It increases oxygenation and vital capacity of lungs (https://vedicambassador.wordpress.com/tag/sury-

anamaskar)

9. Prevents respiratory diseases like asthma and tuberculosis. (http://pe.lsrj.in/UploadedArticles/159.pdf)

10. If practised during pregnancy with modified steps, it reduces labour pain.

11. If practised after parturition it is helpful to regain pervious structure and strength of female reproductive 

organs (Vijay kumar Rai, Swasthavritta Vidyan 2010)

12. In new study it is noticed that practice of sun-salutation of 45 days has a positive effect on cardiac and 

respiratory system (http://recent-science.com/index.php/rrst/article/viewFile/7397/3798)

13. It is useful for detoxification and clear elimination channels. (http://www.ssmrae.com/admin/imag-

es/3dd1ddcfa4d6081bdaf986b23f6c0694.pdf)

14. Functions of Endocrine system improved especially thyroid gland. (http://www.ssmrae.com/admin im-

ages/3dd1 ddcfa4d6081bdaf986b23f6c0694.pdf) 

15. It tone up muscles of Digestive system and prevents the diseases like gastric ulcers. (http://pe.lsrj.in/

Uploaded Articles/159.pdf)

16. It increases flexibility, strength and size of muscles. (http://pe.lsrj.in/UploadedArticles/159.pdf)

17. It is also helpful for mental health by reducing stress, depression and anxiety. (http://www.ssmrae.com/

admin/images/3dd1 ddcfa4d6081bdaf986b23f6c0694.pdf)

18. It increases neuro-muscular co-ordination.

19. Even 12 weeks practice of sun-salutation increases strength of skeleton muscle and grip of hand (http://

statperson.com/journal/scienceandtechnology/Article/Volume12Issue2/12_2_5.pdf)

Who should abstain from Sun-salutation? (http://www.ssmrae.com/admin/images/3dd1ddcfa4d6081b-

daf986b23f6c0694.pdf)

1. Females during menstrual period and during pregnancy.

2. Patients suffering from inguinal or umbilical hernia.

3. Patients suffering from high blood pressure are contraindicated

(http://www.healthandyoga.com/html/news/surya.aspx)
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DISCUSSION

Physical activity is essential for a healthy and stressless life. Suryanamaskara (sun-salutation) is an ancient 

method of physical exercise which is beneficial by many ways for health  of individual. It consists of series 

of asanas which built the musculature of body, mainly of arms, thigh and chest. Due to alternative con-

traction and relaxation of musculature of body the muscles are increase in size, shape and flexibility and 

nuero-muscular transmission even. Pranayama performed during sun-salutation ventilate the lungs properly, 

which is beneficial for oxygenation. Also the contraction and relaxation of lungs during breathing exercise 

in sun-salutation tone up them and keep them healthy, Which is helpful to reduce chances of pulmonary dis-

eases like asthma and tuberculosis. The mantas chatted during sun-salutation are effect mentally and relieves 

the stress, depression and anxiety. Alternative contraction and relaxation of the abdominal muscles are tone 

up the abdominal organs and improves their functions. Especially organs of digestive system are benefited. 

As it relieves the stress and elevates the mood, it has a positive effect on the endocrine system. Patient suf-

fering from hernia are contra-indicated as the abdominal pressure is increased during sun-salutation. If the 

females perform it during menstrual period chances of heavy bleeding are more. It is also contra-indicated 

in pregnancy to prevent foetal distress; sunsalutations with modified procedure are used during pregnancy 

for easy parturition.

Conclusion

By above review, it is to be concluded that sun-salutation produces many physiological changes in the body 

which is helpful for healthy life. Aerobic exercise during sun-salutation is beneficial for healthy pulmonary 

functions and oxygenation. Cardio-vascular functions are also improved along with positive effect on blood 

pressure. It helps to lower blood pressure. Psychological effect of which relieves the stress, anxiety and 

depression, hence it is needful for mood elevation. Musculo-skeleton effect increases the size and shape of 

body, which is important for fitness and also build a confidence. It is helpful in patients suffering from dia-

betes mellitus, insomnia, anxiety, depression etc. It is acts as a preventive measure in cardiac and pulmonary 

diseases. Hence it is useful as a preventive measure and also as a treatment. Physician should apply it during 

treating the patients as per applicable.
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1. Introduction

Mind-body therapies have become popular in a number of Western countries, with some estimates report-

ing that almost 20% of the US adult population have practiced a form of mind-body therapy in the past 

twelve months [1]. Mindfulnessmeditation practices are one such type of mind body practices. Success-

ful outcome studies from mindfulness based interventions, such as mindfulness based stress reduction 

(MBSR) and mindfulness based cognitive therapy (MBCT) [2, 3], have led to research inquiries regarding 

the cognitive processes that underlie the physical and mental health benefits of mindfulness practices. 

Studies to date have included both behavioral and physiological data focusing on key cognitive aspects of 

mindfulness practice, such as attention, memory, and emotion regulation, and have included secular and 

spiritual forms of mindfulness/meditation [4–13]. Yet, the Eastern/Buddhist traditions that mindfulness 

practices have typically been drawn from have a spiritual objective that goes beyond the alleviation of 

acute or chronic health problems (the usual focus of secular mindfulness practices). This raises questions 

around the purpose and goal of studying meditation and how traditional spiritual textual sources may

help guide future investigations.

Buddhist mindfulness/meditation is practiced in the context of amoral and philosophical system that aims 

to solve existential angst and problems of egotism through acceptance of change and reduction of attach-

ment via recognition of nonself [14]. Emerging from the practice of mindfulness is an appreciation that the 

duality we usually experience (mind/body being one such dualistic distinction) does not exist in an abso-

lute sense, as all phenomena are interconnected and everything is impermanent and subject to change [14].

In many traditions the meditation practitioner embarks on a paradoxical journey where spiritual trans-

formation takes place without a definable or measurable goal. Trungpa discusses this issue as a journey 

without goal, stating that

Measuring a Journey without Goal: Meditation, Spirituality, and 
Physiology
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when we refer to a journey. . . On the one hand we are talking about nonbeing, no world, nonexistence;

and on the other hand we are discussing the process of the path, how we could proceed

along a path and exert ourselves. . . If we split hairs in that way, there is no truth anywhere, none

whatsoever. Let it just be that way; let us have contradictions [15].

Given the increased interest in investigating the benefits and processes involved in Buddhist and other 

Eastern traditions, it is timely to review and reflect on how measurement of this journey without goal can 

be achieved within an empirical framework.

2. The Relaxation Response

In the 1970s physiological research by Herbert Benson at Harvard Medical School led to the creation of 

a prominent and widespread meditation technique to elicit what he termed the relaxation response (RR), 

a counterpart to the stress response (SR).The technique itself is simple and straightforward, involving a 

few key steps that include sitting quietly and comfortably, closing the eyes, breathing through the nose 

with awareness of the breath for 10–20 minutes, and not judging the success of the practice [16]. Benson’s 

research on the RR during the 1970s showed a pattern of physiological change that seemed to act in oppo-

sition to physical reactions seen in response to stress. These physiological changes included reduction in 

blood pressure, resting heart rate, and oxygen consumption [17]. For example, a study of office workers 

with normal blood pressure showed that practice of the RR technique led to lower blood pressure com-

pared to a control group [12].

Although Benson’s research initially stemmed from investigations involving spiritual practitioners of Ma-

harishi Mahesh Yogi’s Transcendental Meditation, the RR technique was designed to be practiced by 

the individual in either a secular or spiritual context. The importance of Benson’s approach needs to be 

considered with regard to the scientific and cultural context of these early studies. There would have been 

great skepticism about the utility of meditation, and so establishing positive effects with physiological 

measures and rebranding the practice as a relaxation response would have made the study of meditation 

more palatable, thus opening the door to future research. In fact, Benson’s research over the ensuing de-

cades continued to investigate physiological changes due to the RR and included related practices that 
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were likely to elicit the RR (such as advanced practitioners of Buddhism [5, 18]). As technological advances 

increased, Benson was able to study other physiological effects, as well as biochemical and genomic activ-

ity changes [10, 19–24].

Regarding biochemical changes most research had concentrated on the release of cortisol, with research on 

Buddhis monks and Transcendental Meditation practitioners showing reduced levels of cortisol (i.e., the 

release of cortisol is associated with stress) [25, 26]. Later it was suggested that nitric oxide (NO) could 

mediate the RR’s physiological effects [24] given that it is a short-lived nitrogenous free radical known to 

mediate physiological processes, such as cardiovascular, immune, and nervous system function [27]. In-

deed, research revealed that volumetric oxygen consumption (VO2), which is considered to be a measure 

of RR elicitation, was negatively related to NO, where the decrease in VO2 associated with the RR was 

accompanied by an acute increase in the presence of NO [20]. These researchers hypothesized that “NO 

changes play a role in the consistent pattern of blood pressure reduction that is seen during RR elicitation.”

Research on genomic changes reported that the RR led to specific gene expression changes in both short 

and long term practitioners, suggesting that such changes may relate to long term physiological effects [21].

More specifically, Bhasin et al. report that RRpractice “. . .enhanced expression of genes associated with 

energy metabolism, mitochondrial function, insulin secretion, and telemore [sic] maintenance, and reduced 

expression of genes linked to inflammatory response and stress related pathways. . .” [19]. This research 

provides the first evidence for what the authors argue is the RR evoking downstream health benefits through 

the improvement of mitochondrial energy production/utilization, which promotes mitochondrial resiliency 

through up regulation of ATPase and insulin function.

Other research from Benson’s lab focused on meditation using MRI and fMRI. This research indicates that 

meditation activates neural structures involved in attention and the control of the automatic nervous system 

(e.g., dorsolateral prefrontal and parietal cortex, hippocampus/parahippocampus, temporal lobe, pregenual 

anterior cingulate cortex, striatum, and pre- and postcentral gyri) and that brain regions, including those 

associated with attention, were thicker in meditation participants than matched controls. This was most 

pronounced in older participants, raising the possibility that meditation might offset age-related cortical 

thinning. Hence, there is structural evidence for experience-dependent cortical

plasticity associated with meditation practice [10, 23].
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In considering these findings together, Dusek and Benson have provided a conceptual model, which inte-

grates physiological and molecular level changes in relation to the RR and SR [28]. The aim of the model 

is to help guide mind-body research, specifically with health outcomes in mind. While the RR research of 

Benson and colleagues may appear to have only a secular/health interest this is not to say that the impor-

tance of faith and spirituality has not been considered. Not only did Benson’s early research start out by 

investigating physiological effects of transcendental meditation, but also later work looked at other reli-

gious meditation practices. For example, Buddhist monks were studied in relation to specific and advanced 

meditation practices, including Tum-mo yoga, which involves producing an inner heat, where increases 

in finger/toe temperature of up to 8.3oC were observed, while another study reported that resting metab-

olism could be  raised by 61% and lowered by 64% [5, 18]. These studies provide further evidence that 

meditation practices do lead to measurable physiological changes, where previously there had only been 

anecdotal accounts.

It could be argued that studying these physiological changes in meditators is similar to studying effects on 

free divers (many of whom use relaxation or yoga techniques to prepare themselves). In the case of study-

ing free divers, understanding oxygen changes in the blood can help us understand how free divers achieve 

their goal by holding the breath for such a length of time that they are able to dive so deeply [29].But do 

physiological changes in meditators reveal anything about the spiritual goal of meditators?

More direct consideration of spirituality and faith came from Benson’s observation that around 25% of 

people practicing the RR “feel more spiritual” and these same people had “fewer medical symptoms than 

those who reported no increase in spirituality” [30]. More specifically, Benson detailed three ways in 

which a person’s religious convictions/ philosophy of life enhanced effects of the RR: (a) increased ad-

herence and enjoyment of the routine amongst those with an appropriate philosophic/religious focus, (b) 

affirmative beliefs that led to remembered wellness, which would revive top down nerve cell firing patterns 

in the brain associated with wellness, and (c) faith in an eternal or life transcending force (being a soothing 

belief) got the fullest out of remembered wellness and disconnected unhealthy logic [30].

The concept of remembered wellness is a way to harness the potential of the placebo effect, and the de-

scription of how a person’s spiritual beliefs can enhance the RR mirrors what Benson and Friedman de-

scribe as being the three components that bring about the placebo effect [4]. These three are “(a) positive 

beliefs and expectations on the part of the patient; (b) positive beliefs and expectations on the part of the 
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physician or health care professional; and (c) a good relationship between the two parties.” In the former 

case remembered wellness is a positive term for placebo, with the emphasis on faith rather than the physi-

cian. 

Even with these considerations given to the role of spirituality, it can appear that positive physiological 

changes are the primary goal of the meditation practice, and this is often true for secular practice, especially 

in therapy. Yet for many practitioners of meditation these physiological effects are secondary gains, with 

the primary gain being spiritual transformation. However, without an operational definition of what spiritual 

transformation is, it is arguable whether it can be meaningfully measured. It might even be the case that 

the body in a state of near-perfect homeostasis equates with spiritual or existential satisfaction. Although 

the focus on health benefits in past and current research may be partly due to funding implications, where 

health research is more likely to be funded than spiritual research, it is too easy to dismiss the possibility of 

investigating the spiritual aspect in any greater depth.

Highlighting the importance of considering meditation practices alongside the spiritual traditions and tex-

tual sources that they are drawn from, Britton et al. point out that Buddhist texts describe a state of relaxed 

alertness (a balance between hyper- and hypoarousal), yet modern uses have placed emphasis “. . .on the 

relaxing effects of meditation without as much attention to the arousing or wake-promoting effects” [7]. 

However, there is now a growing body of work that has focused on cognitive aspects of alertness through 

considering the role of attention in mindfulness practices.

3. Mindfulness, Attention, and Wakefulness

Not all research has emphasized the relaxation aspect of meditation, with many studies investigating prac-

tices that fall under the umbrella term mindfulness. The term is common to Buddhist traditions, where it 

forms part of the eightfold noble path to awakening, and was adapted by Kabat-Zinn in his therapeutic 

program to mean “. . .paying attention in a particular way, on purpose, in the present moment, and non 

judgementally [sic]” [31]. Initially, his program was called stress reduction and relaxation but was changed 

to mindfulness based stress reduction (MBSR) in order to reflect the awakening aspect [32], and in both his 

definition and other researchers attempts to operationally define and model mindfulness,

attention has been identified as having a key role [32– 34].
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Reflecting the above definition’s emphasis on attention and present moment awareness/openness, Bishop 

et al. presented an operational definition of mindfulness with two key components: sustained attention and 

orientation towards present moment experiences [33]. There is further elaboration of the role of attention in 

Shapiro et al.’s discussion of the mechanisms of mindfulness. They discuss a cyclic process where attention, 

intention, and attitude are interwoven and occur simultaneously [34]. The inclusion of intention overlaps 

with Benson’s emphasis on the potential to harness the placebo effect where outcomes of mindfulness 

practice have been shown to correlate with the original intentions of the practitioner (e.g., those with the 

intention of self-regulation, or self-exploration, or self-liberation achieve their stated aim) [4, 35].

A variety of techniques and methods have been used to investigate the role of attention in mindfulness med-

itation practices [4, 6, 7, 9–11, 13, 23, 35–46]. This includes behavioral data that supports the hypothesis 

that mindfulness practice leads to efficiencies in the dorsal attention system involved in voluntary top-down 

attentional selection, as well as indicating that retreat practice develops and encourages the emergence of 

receptive attention (i.e., improved alerting), which corresponds to the ventral attention system [40].

While having more of a focus on the physiological rather than the cognitive, Benson’s research also includes 

evidence for the role of attention, with findings indicating that there are changes to structures of the brain 

involved in attention, including increased cortical thickness with meditation experience [10]. This finding 

was most pronounced for older adults and suggests that meditation might offset cortical thinning. Similarly, 

a study of  Zenmeditators found that there was no correlation between age and grey matter volume, nor age 

and attentional performance [42]. This was despite significant negative correlations being found for the con-

trol group. It was noted that this effect was most prominent in the putamen, which is implicated in attention. 

The authors suggest that “. . .the regular practice of meditation may have neurprotective effects and reduce 

the cognitive decline associated with normal aging” [42].

These attentional effects may also have implications for emotional processing and affective control, where 

research has shown that meditation reduces habitual responding [13], and Lutz et al. suggest that focused 

attention training, as often employed in some styles of meditation, may be related with a reduction in emo-

tionally reactive behavior [11]. However, effects of meditation experience are not all linear. For example, 

in one study that showed decreased activation of the amygdala (associated with emotion) with meditation 

experience, there was also an inverted U-shape curve regarding experience and attention related activation 

(i.e., monitoring, engaging, and orienting) [6]. The group of meditators who had an average of 19,000hours 
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of practice showed greater activation than nonmeditators. However, when a group with an average of 44,000 

hours practice was compared with the less experienced group of meditators, the more experienced group 

showed less activation. 

Other research also indicates there are nonlinear changes in activation with increased meditation experience 

[6, 7, 47– 49], with Britton et al. arguing that brain areas involved in tonic alertness (vigilant attention) are 

more active in meditators (early stages of training) than nonmeditators, but expert meditators show less acti-

vation “as meditative expertise becomes more proficient and effortless in later stages” [7]. One explanation 

for this finding is that brain areas that were not previously coactivated come to have increased  connectivity 

[7, 49–52].

These findings regarding attention and alertness are quite significant, especially if we contrast the relaxation 

response and clinical applications that seek to increase sleep duration/depth, with Buddhist texts and aims 

of enlightened awakening. Britton et al. point out that Buddhist meditators view the need for less sleep 

as a sign of progress and that sleep research has established a positive correlation between attention and 

wakefulness [53]. Moreover, there is only weak evidence that mindfulness meditation and MBSR promote 

sleep [54, 55], leading Britton et al. to argue that the Buddhist term awakening “. . .is not a metaphor, but 

rather an iterative process of neuroplastic modifications and increased efficiency that supports a new level 

of perceptual sensitivity and insight” [7]. It is interesting that even when mindfulness meditation is placed 

in a secular context, reference to spiritual traditions, such as Buddhism, can act to illuminate the practice 

and guide research investigations.Other issues relating to attention-based aspects of meditation could also 

benefit from similar considerations of spiritual and contextual practice.

A further example is the classification of meditation. A common categorization is to divide meditation into 

focused attention (FA) and open monitoring (OM) [11, 56]. Generally, beginners will be introduced and 

establish a practice using FA techniques, where there is a particular object to focus attention on (e.g., the 

breath), whereas OM meditation does not require an object of focus, but an aware and nonreactive acknowl-

edgment of moment to moment awareness. In the case of FA there is an effortful commitment to sustain 

attention that helps to still the active mind. Once a student has established this in their practice they are then 

better able to practice OM. Lutz et al. describe a development in practice where “the ‘effortful’ selection or 

‘grasping’ of an object as primary focus is generally replaced by the ‘effortless’ sustaining of an awareness 
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without explicit selection” [11]. Differences have been found between FA and OM practices; for example, 

OMpractitioners have been shown to have superior responses to unexpected stimuli compared to FA practi-

tioners, reflecting a more distributed attentional focus [46].

However, care needs to be taken in making sure this division of meditation styles is not taken out of context 

of actual practice. There are overlapping features to the two types of meditation, and often a practice will 

deliberately and systematically include both aspects. For example, in the Vajrayana tradition (associated with 

Tibetan Buddhism) many students engage in deity meditation. This involves visualization, mantra chanting, 

and OM. Typically, a practice will begin with the reciting of a text that describes the visualization that is to 

be focused on. This recitation arrives at a completion stage where the visualization is held as an object of 

focus, while a mantra is chanted. This involves sustained attention and fits the description of a FAmeditation 

practice. However, the practice always moves on to a dissolution stage, where the visualization is dissolved, 

the mantra ceases, and the practitioner remains in a state of OM. A beginner may spend more time on the FA 

aspects compared to a more experienced practitioner, but both are practiced together to some degree. Hence, 

it is important to consider the context of the practice and to refer to traditional texts that might provide in-

sights. Note that a somewhat similar division has been made by Tomasino et al. in their meta-analysis com-

paring Buddhist practices (defined similarly to FA) with Hinduist practices (defined similarly toOM), which 

showed anterior activations for the former and posterior activations for the latter [57].

Another complicating factor is that meditation practices, such as the one described above, potentially involve 

other important cognitive processes that have been neglected by researchers in comparison to the focus on 

attention. Buttle makes the point that meditations involving the simultaneous coordination of visual (imag-

ery) and verbal (mantra/chanting) practices are likely to involve working memory systems and notes that 

Buddhist texts often refer to mindfulness in the context of memory (e.g., remembering to return to the object 

of focus when the mind has wandered), whereas the secular practice of mindfulness has focused on attention 

[8]. Even the type of imagery used in a meditation can yield differences, with deity meditation (visualiz-

ing ones body/mind as that of a deity), but not mandala meditation (mentally imagining the environment), 

nor rig-pameditation (awareness without an object of focus), yielding improved performance on visual and 

spatial working memory tests [58]. Such findings support the view that instead of adhering to strict cate-

gories, such as FA and OM, meditation should be viewed on a spectrum, which allows for consideration of 

techniques that are self-transcending in the sense that they aim to change their own activity and experience 
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[58–60].

Many practices are also designed to increase feelings of loving-kindness, compassion, and equanimity and 

are likely to involve affective processing. Understanding the spiritual aims behind the evolution of these 

practices can help guide research questions and may offer a way to assess spiritual aspects of the practice 

alongside material health benefits. Currently, the author’s lab is investigating physiological changes in re-

lation to emotional and moral content, in order to get an impression of how meditation practices may affect 

moral appraisal, with a view to considering the potential for societal benefit (as emphasized in Mahayana 

Buddhism), as well as individual benefit of the practices.

4. Meditation and the Spiritual Journey: 

Further Considerations : In considering the physiological study of meditation in the context of spirituality, 

it is important to reflect on the role given to meditation. Many religions use some form of contemplation. 

However, it is rare for meditation to be the only element of focus for the spiritual practitioner, as the prac-

tice is usually accompanied by both an ethical and philosophical system. This is true of Buddhist traditions 

from where these secular mindfulness programs have borrowed their techniques. Yet, in terms of historical 

practice, Sharf has argued that it is unclear how many Buddhists meditated (maybe less than supposed) 

and it was uncommon for people to write about their own meditational experience [61]. Regarding con-

temporary accounts, Bronkhorst highlights a number of Buddhist traditions where meditation seems to 

have a limited role [62]. Furthermore, some mindfulness researchers are starting to investigate negative 

experiences that arise from practicing meditation, with Britton, as quoted by Rocha, pointing out that while 

there is an abundance of positive results, “. . .no one has been asking if there are any potential difficulties 

or adverse effects, and whether there are some practices that may be better or worse-suited (for) some 

people over others [sic]” and this is despite historical accounts, from various traditions, providing negative 

descriptions of meditation experience [63]. In a qualitative study of experiences of committed meditators, 

Lomas et al. observed that around 25% of experiences were negative and could be classified into four 

main types of negative problem: that meditation (1) was difficult to learn and practice, (2) led to troubling 

thoughts/feelings that were hard to deal with, (3) exacerbated mental health issues, and (4) in a few cases 

was linked to psychotic episodes. However, these negatives were also seen as part of the journey, and as 

challenges they led to spiritual transformation [64].

Just as the investigation of the alert, attentional aspect of meditation has been prompted by the Buddhist 

concept of awakening, further textual understanding of spiritual traditions involving meditation may help 
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in guiding research and offering new hypotheses and insights. This could include research on the ethical 

and philosophical aspects of these spiritual traditions. This may proffer additional refinements within sec-

ular and therapeutic techniques but would also help build understanding of benefits of meditation for those 

whose practice has spiritual transformation as the primary goal. 

With regard to ethics, Monteiro et al. discuss traditional and contemporary mindfulness noting that “the 

often-fierce criticisms of MBIs (Mindfulness-based interventions) have focused on a single theme: the 

omission of immediately apparent ethics. . .” [65].This is seen as a problem by some Buddhist’s, where 

viewing mindfulness as bare attention with no ethical framework is seen to have the potential to lead to 

wrong mindfulness (e.g., someone could use the practice to calm and focus the mind in order to carry out a 

negative action, such as killing). Monteiro et al. point out that ethics are interpreted differently by various 

Buddhist traditions, so there is no absolute code of ethics and that even without explicit ethics the implicit 

ethics in MBSR may positively affect moral reasoning [65, 66]. However, there has been no empirical 

comparison of meditators who do and do not have an explicit code of ethics, and this would be worth in-

vestigating in future, especially as some meditation practices have loving-kindness and compassion as their 

focus (e.g., the practice of metta in Theravadin Buddhism and the practice of

deity meditation in Vajrayana Buddhism). 

Regarding philosophy, the Buddhist aim of practice is to recognize the compounded nature of all phe-

nomena, so that the impermanence (of all things) in our lives (including our life) is accepted, leading to 

the cessation of suffering (Dukkha) [14]. Suffering in this sense is a state of unsatisfactoriness where we 

continually grasp at our sense of self, as if we are permanent and nonchanging, when experience will in-

evitably and painfully contradict that belief [14]. Buddhist traditions place somewhat different emphasis 

on the philosophy (the view); for example, some traditions focus on the idea of nonself, whereas others 

focus on all phenomena being empty of an inherent nature [67]. To complicate this further, a tradition may 

include a number of graded philosophies in order to move the practitioner towards the experience of how 

reality actually is (empty of inherent existence), with the aim of eventually realizing this without further 

need for the prop of a philosophical structure (eventuating in enlightenment) [67]. While such philosophies 

are debated within Buddhist scholastic centers, they are also used alongside meditation, where meditation 

provides a method for realizing the view. Caution is taken not to rush the introduction of the view and med-

itation, with teaching “emptiness to the untrained” being a violation of theMahayana ethical system[68] 

(for a detailed account of these philosophies progressive stages in relation to meditation, see Rimpoche 

and Hookham [67]).
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Buddhist texts have also described stages of meditation with terminology and interpretations differing be-

tween Pali and Sanskrit based traditions. Similarly, within traditions there are different types of classifica-

tion; for example, there are the nine stages of placing the mind, which places emphasis on the calming aspect 

of meditation (shamatha), similar to FA, and the four stages of realization arising, which places emphasis on 

the insight and wisdom aspect (vipashna), similar to OM[69, 70].With regard to the latter, these four stages 

can be further broken down with each stage having three substages [70]. The first stage (one pointedness) 

is where the meditator is learning to develop strong mental concentration; the second stage (simplicity/no 

complication) is where they are learning the true nature of phenomena; the third stage (one taste) is where 

there is experience of all phenomena having the same essence (empty of inherent existence); and the fourth 

stage (no meditation) is where there is realization of the experience and nothing remains to be done [69, 

70]. While practitioners will typically progress through these stages gradually, Buddhist texts also recognize 

two other types of practitioner: one who at the first stage simultaneously achieves the other stages (rare but 

stable), and one who moves both forwards and backwards skipping stages (unstable) [70]. This indicates 

that while research often correlates meditation experience with hours/years of practice, it may not capture 

the individual variability of practitioners’ progress.

Therefore, given that there are these existing classifications of meditation experience, it would be useful to 

submit them to experimental study with physiological measures. Moreover, as these practices involve a high 

degree of self reflection on the part of the meditator, it would be beneficial to compare behavioral and phys-

iological measures with first person accounts (see Buttle for an example of a self-reflective account [71]). 

Some work in cognitive- and neurophenomenology has already begun[58, 72–74]. This approach actively 

involves “. . .the participant in generating and describing specific and stable experiential or phenomenal 

categories” and can “. . .provide a way for experimenters to better control and identify the subjective aspects 

of attention and emotion regulatory processes” [11]. For example, Louchakova-Schwartz was able to con-

trast two types of Vajrayana meditation, where one (rigpa) is empty of cognitive contents, but not cognition, 

while the other (deity meditation) involved the visualization of complex and meaningful images [58].

It seems that there are many questions remaining to be explored in relation to both secular and spiritual/

religious practices of meditation. Investigations informed by spiritual practices have already seen shifts in 

emphasis (e.g., from relaxation to wakefulness), and future research may well benefit from further consid-

eration of spiritually and traditionally based textual sources. There is even further potential for investigating 

stages of meditation informed by textual scholarship, first-person descriptions, and cognitive/physiological 
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measures. Ideally, such research would contribute to the building of a psychological theory as called for 

by Bronkhorst: This psychological theory should not just be shorthand for neurological processes, nor do 

we want mere folk psychology (or worse: psychobabble). Understanding brain processes is not sufficient 

to understand psychological processes, least of all when major transformations like those referred to in 

the early Buddhist texts are concerned.We need a psychological theory that is yet scientific in the strictest 

sense [62].

However, Bronkhorst also cautiously notes that “the neurological changes that correspond to this radical 

psychological transformation may well be relatively minor” [62]. This is a view that seems consistent with 

the Zen idea that the state that is sought is quite ordinary [75] and with the idea that there is a paradox of 

the journey without goal [15].Moreover, it also fits with the inverted U-shape findings regarding attention 

and expertise, demonstrating that as meditators gain experience there is an increase in activation regarding 

attention, but in expert meditators no such increase is seen as meditation becomes effortless.

5. Conclusion

Secular meditation techniques have been based on spiritual practices, with research indicating that the 

spiritual sources of these techniques can also be useful in shaping research questions. Behavioral and 

physiological measures have given insight into the cognitive and physical effects of practice, further con-

tributing to our understanding of mind-body interactions. However, there are a vast number of questions 

that remain to be answered, both in terms of secular and spiritual practices. One avenue that is worthy of 

further exploration is the triangulation of information drawn from textual sources, first-person accounts, 

and experimental measures. Measurement of spiritual transformation in this context may turn out to be its 

own journey without goal (even the Buddha refused to answer questions on whether the self and body were 

the same or different [76]). However, as technical tools for measuring behavioral and physiological chang-

es become more sophisticated and more sensitive, we should seize opportunities that offer the potential to 

increase our empirical understanding, whether it is to improve secular therapies or to offer insights into 

spirituality and the cognition of religion.
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COVER STORY

Ramakrishna Mission is an Indian religious organization which forms the core of a worldwide spiritual 

movement known as the Ramakrishna Movement or the Vedanta Movement. The mission is a philanthrop-

ic, volunteer organisation founded by Ramakrishna’s chief disciple Vivekananda on 1 May 1897. The mis-

sion conducts extensive work in health care, disaster relief, rural management, tribal welfare, elementary 

and higher education and culture. It uses the combined efforts of hundreds of ordered monks and thousands 

of householder disciples. The mission bases its work on the principles of karma yoga.  The mission, which 

is headquartered near Kolkata at Belur Math in Howrah, West Bengal, subscribes to the ancient Hindu phi-

losophy of Vedanta. It is affiliated with the monastic organisation Ramakrishna Math, with whom it shares 

members.

Ramkrishna Mission
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Introduction:

Ramakrishna Paramahansa (1836–1886), regarded as a 19th-century saint, was the founder of the Ra-

makrishna Order of monks and is regarded as the spiritual founder of the Ramakrishna Movement. Ra-

makrishna was a priest in the Dakshineswar Kali Temple and attracted several monastic and householder 

disciples. Narendranath Dutta, who later became Vivekananda was one of the chief monastic disciples. 

Shortly before his death in 1886, Ramakrishna gave the ochre cloths to his young disciples, who were 

planning to become renunciates. Ramakrishna entrusted the care of these young boys to Vivekananda. Af-

ter Ramakrishna’s death, the young disciples of Ramakrishna gathered and practised spiritual disciplines. 

They took informal monastic vows on a night which to their pleasant surprise turned out to be the Christ-

mas Eve in 1886.

After the death of Ramakrishna in 1886, the monastic disciples formed the first Math (monastery) at Ba-

ranagore. Later Vivekananda became a wandering monk and in 1893 he was a delegate at the 1893 Parlia-

ment of the World’s Religions. His speech there, beginning with “Sisters and brothers of America” became 

famous and brought him widespread recognition. Vivekananda went on lecture tours and held private dis-

courses on Hinduism and spirituality. He also founded the first Vedanta Society in the United Statesat New 

York. He returned to India in 1897 and founded the Ramakrishna Mission on 1 May 1897. Though he was a 

Hindu monk and was hailed as the first Hindu missionary in modern times, he exhorted his followers to be 

true to their faith but respect all religions of the world as his guru Ramakrishna had taught that all religions 

are pathways to God. One such example is his exhortion that one can be born in a church but he or she 

should not die in a church meaning that one should realise the spiritual truths for themselves and not stop at 

blindly believing in doctrines taught to them. The same year, famine relief was started at Sargachi bySwami 

Akhandananda, a direct disciple of Ramakrishna. Swami Brahmananda, a direct disciple of Ramakrishna 

was appointed as the first president of the Order. After the death of Vivekananda in 1902, Sarada Devi, the 

spiritual counterpart of Ramakrishna, played an important role as the advisory head of a nascent monastic 

organisation. Gayatri Spivak writes that Sarada Devi “performed her role with tact and wisdom, always 

remaining in the background.”

Overview

The Math and the Mission are the two key organisations that direct the work of the socio-religious Ra-

makrishna movement influenced by 19th-century saint Ramakrishna Paramahamsa and shaped by his chief 

disciple Vivekananda. Also referred to as theRamakrishna Order, the Math is the movement’s monastic 

organisation. Founded by Ramakrishna in 1886, the Math primarily focuses on spiritual training and the 
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propagation of the movement’s teachings.

The Mission, founded by Vivekananda in 1897, is an humanitarian organisation which carries out medical, 

relief and educational programs. Both the organisations have headquarters at the Belur Math. The Mission 

acquired a legal status when it was registered in 1909 under Act XXI of 1860. Its management is vested in 

a Governing Body. Though the Mission with its branches is a distinctlegal entity, it is closely related to the 

Math. The elected trustees of the Math also serve as Mission’s Governing Body. Vedanta Societies com-

prise the American arm of the Movement and work more in purely spiritual field rather than social welfare.

 

Administration : The Ramakrishna Math is administered by democratically elected Board of Trustees. 

From amongst themselves the Trustees elect President, Vice-Presidents, general secretary, Assistant Sec-

retaries and Treasurer. For the confirmation of the election of the President, Vice-Presidents and the gen-

eral secretary, the opinion of monks of twenty years standing is sought and taken.

The Ramakrishna Mission is administered by a Governing Body, which is composed of the Trustees of Ra-

makrishna Math. The headquarters of Ramakrishna Math at Belur (popularly known as Belur Math) serves 

also as the headquarters of Ramakrishna Mission. A branch centre of Ramakrishna Math is managed by a 

team of monks posted by the Trustees led by a head monk with the title Adyaksha. A branch centre of Ra-

makrishna Mission is governed by a Managing Committee consisting of monks and lay persons appointed 

by the Governing Body of Ramakrishna Mission whose Secretary functions as the executive head.

All the monks of the Ramakrishna Order form the democratic base of the administration. A representative 

meeting of all monks is held every three years when the report of all the activities of the Organization are 
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approved and the accounts passed and guidance sought for further development.

This conference places its seal of approval on the decisions taken by the Trustees elected by them and 

gives policy guidance.

The scope of the Administration follows the detailed rules made by Swami Vivekananda when he was the 

General President of Ramakrishna Mission after the monastic brothers opined that there should be specif-

ic rules for the work of the Ramakrishna Mission (as the Ramakrishna Movement is commonly known). 

These rules were dictated by Swami Vivekananda to Swami Suddhananda, between 1898 to 1899, and has 

been accepted as the consensus of the opinion of all the monks of the Ramakrishna Mission then, consist-

ing of all the disciples of Sri Ramakrishna and their disciples. Later for clear and formal legal confirmation 

of these rules, a Trust Deed was registered by Swami Vivekananda and many of the other disciples of Sri 

Ramakrishna, during 1899 – 1901.

The motto and principles

The aims and ideals of the Mission are purely spiritual and humanitarian and has no connection with pol-

itics. Vivekananda proclaimed “Renunciation and service” as the twofold national ideals of modern India 

and the work of the mission strives to practice and preach these ideals. The service activities are based 

on the message of “Jiva is Shiva” from Ramakrishna and Vivekananda’s message of “Daridra Narayana” 

to indicate that service to poor is service to God. The Principles of Upanishads and Yoga in Bhagavad 
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Gita reinterpreted in the light of Ramakrishna’s Life and Teachings is the main source of inspiration for the 

Mission. The service activities are rendered looking upon all as veritable manifestation of the Divine. The 

Motto of the organisation is Atmano Mokshartham Jagad-hitaya Cha. Translated fromSanskrit  आत्मनॊ 

मोक्षार्थम् जगद्धिताय च it means For one’s own salvation, and for the good of the world..

Monastic Order

After the death of Ramakrishna in 1886 his young disciples organised themselves into a new monastic or-

der. The original monasteryat Baranagar known as Baranagar Math was subsequently moved to the nearby 

Alambazar area in 1892, then to Nilambar Mukherjee’s Garden House, south of the present Belur Math in 

1898 before finally being shifted in January 1899 to a newly acquired plot of land at Belur in Howrah district 

by Vivekananda.This monastery, known as the Belur Math, serves as the Mother House for all the monks of 

the Order who live in the various branch centres of the Math and/or the Mission in different parts of India 

and the world.

All members of the Order undergo training and ordination (Sannyasa) at Belur Math. A candidate for mo-

nastic life is treated as a pre-probationer during the first year of his stay at any centre, and as a probationer 

during the next four years. At the end of this period he is ordained into celibacy (Brahmacharya) and is given 

certain vows (Pratijna), the most important of which are chastity, renunciation and service. After a further 

period of four years, if found fit, he is ordained into (Sannyasa) and given the ochre (gerua) clothes to wear.

Matter of Voting in Indian Election by Ramakrishna Mission Monks: Almost 95% of the monks possess 

voter ID cards. For the sake of identification and particularly for travelling, almost 95 per cent of monks are 

forced to seek a voter ID card. But they use it only for identification purpose and not for voting. The Mission, 

had, however, supported the freedom movement, with a section of the monks keeping close relations with 

freedom fighters of various camps. A number of political revolutionaries had later joined the Ramakishna 

Order. As individuals RKM monks may have political opinions but those are not meant to be discussed in 

public.

Emblem

Designed and explained by Swami Vivekananda in his own words:

The wavy waters in the picture are symbolic of Karma; the lotus, of Bhakti; and the 

rising-sun, of Jnana. The encircling serpent is indicative of Yoga and the awakened 

Kundalini Shakti, while the swan in the picture stands for Paramatman (Supreme 

Self). Therefore, the idea of the picture is that by the union of Karma, Jnana, Bhakti 
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and Yoga, the vision of Paramatman is obtained.

Activities

The principal workers of the mission are the monks. The mission’s activities cover the following areas,

 • Education

 • Health care

 • Cultural activities

 • Rural uplift

 • Tribal welfare

 • Youth movement etc.

The mission has its own hospitals, charitable dispensaries, maternity clinics, tuberculosis clinics, and mo-

bile dispensaries. It also maintains training centres for nurses. Orphanages and homes for the elderly are 

included in the mission’s field of activities, along with rural and tribal welfare work.

The mission has established many renowned educational institutions in India, having its own university, 

colleges, vocational training centres, high schools and primary schools, teacher-training institutes, as well 

as schools for the visually handicapped. It has also been involved in disaster relief operations during fam-

ine, epidemic, fire, flood, earthquake, cyclone and communal disturbances.

The mission played an important role in the installation of photovoltaic (PV) lighting systems in the Sund-

arbans region of West Bengal. Due to the geographical features of the Sunderbans, it is very difficult to 

extend the grid network to supply power to its population. The PV lighting was used to provide electricity 

to the people who were traditionally depending on kerosene and diesel.

Religious activities

The mission is a non-sectarian organisation and ignores caste distinctions.

Ramakrishna ashrama’s religious activities include satsang and arati. Satsang includes communal prayers, 

songs, rituals, discourses, reading and meditation. Arati involves the ceremonial waving of lights before 

the images of a deity of holy person and is performed twice in a day. Ramakrishna ashramasobserves major 

Hindu festivals, including Maha Shivarathri, Rama Navami, Krishna Asthami and Durga Puja. They also 

give special place to the birthdays of Ramakrishna, Sarada Devi, Swami Vivekananda and other monastic 

disciples of Ramakrishna. The 1 January is celebrated as Kalpataru day.

The math and the mission are known for their religious tolerance and respect for other religions. Among the 

earliest rules laid down by Swami Vivekananda for them was, “Due respect and reverence should be paid 

to all religions, all preachers, and to the deities worshiped in all religions.” Acceptance and toleration of 
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all religions is the one of ideals of Ramakrishna Math and Mission. Along with the major Hindu festivals, 

Christmas Eve and Buddha’s Birthday are also devoutly observed. Cyril Veliath of Sophia Universitywrites 

that the Ramakrishna Mission monks are a relatively orthodox set of monks who are “extremely well re-

spected both in India and abroad”, and that they “cannot be classified as just another sect or cult, such as 

the groups led by the gurus”. Veliath writes that “of the Hindu groups I have worked with I have found the 

Ramakrishna Mission to be the most tolerant and amenable to dialogue, and I believe that we Christians 

couldn’t do better, than to cooperate wholeheartedly in their efforts towards inter-religious harmony.  Bob 

Robinson writes, “Unlike more militant Hindu organisations, the mission has consistently advocated and 

itself displayed a tolerant, friendly attitude towards minority religious traditions and a sympathetic ac-

quaintance with at least parts of the scriptures of those faiths.”

Awards and Honorable Mentions

Bhagwan Mahavir Foundation Award (1996).

Dr. Ambedkar National Award (1996).

Dr. Bhawar Singh Porte Tribal Service Award (1997–98).

In 1998 the Mission was awarded the Indian government’s prestigious Gandhi Peace Prize.

Shahid Vir Narayan Singh Award (2001).

Pt. Ravishankar Shukla Award (2002).

National Communal Harmony Award (2005).

The Ramakrishna Mission was selected for an honorary mention of the UNESCO Madanjeet Singh Prize for 

Promotion of Tolerance and Non violence 2002.

The Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama of Chhattisgarh’s Narainpur was jointly selected for the 25th Indira 

Gandhi Award for National Integration for the year 2009 with musicianA.R.Rehman for their services in 

promoting and preserving national integration.

In a speech made in 1993, Federico Mayor, Director-General of UNESCO, stated:

I am indeed struck by the similarity of the constitution of the Ramakrishna Mission which Vivekananda es-

tablished as early as 1897 with that of UNESCO drawn up in 1945. Both place the human being at the center 

of their efforts aimed at development. Both place tolerance at the top of the agenda for building peace and 

democracy. Both recognize the variety of human cultures and societies as an essential aspect of the common 

heritage.

Controversy

In 1980, in an act that caused “considerable debate” within the order, the mission petitioned the courts to 
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have their organisation and movement declared a non-Hindu minority religion.Many generations of monks 

and others have been of the view that the religion propounded and practised by Ramakrishna and his dis-

ciples is very much different from that practised by Hindu masses then. They held that the Ramakrishna’s 

“Neo-Vedanta” is a truer version of the ideals of Vedanta. So it was honestly felt that this makes the fol-

lowers of Ramakrishna eligible for the legal status of “minority”. It is possible that the immediate cause 

for the appeal for minority status was because there was a danger that the local Marxist government would 

take control of its educational institutions unless it could invoke the extra protection the Indian constitution 

accords to minority religions. While the Calcutta High Court accepted Ramakrishna Mission’s pleas, The 

Supreme Court of India ruled against the Mission in 1995. The Mission found it advisable to let the matter 

rest. Today it remains as a Hindu organisation.

Branch centres of the math and the mission

The Universal Prayer Hall of Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission, Agartala, was inaugurated on 7 

February 2012 by the Vice-President of the Belur Math, Smaranananda ji Maharaj. This formed a part of the 

celebrations of the 150th birthday of Vivekananda. The project and celebration is the outcome of laborious 

efforts of Purnatmanandaji Maharaj, Secretary of the Agartala branch of the Belur Math.

Presidents of the Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission

The following is the list of presidents (spiritual heads) of the Monastic Order.

1. Swami Vivekananda (1897 –1901) (General 

President)

From 1901 the term ‘General President’ was dropped 

and the term ‘President’ was adopted

1. Swami Brahmananda (1901–1922)

2. Swami Shivananda (1922–1934)

3. Swami Akhandananda (1934–1937)

4. Swami Vijnanananda (1937–1938)

5. Swami Shuddhananda (1938–1938)

6. Swami Virajananda (1938–1951)

7. Swami Shankarananda (1951–1962)

8. Swami Vishuddhananda (1962–1962)

9. Swami Madhavananda (1962–1965)

10. Swami Vireshwarananda (1966–1985)

11. Swami Gambhirananda (1985–1988)

12. Swami Bhuteshananda (1989–1998)

13. Swami Ranganathananda (1998–2005)

14. Swami Gahanananda (2005–2007)

15. Swami Atmasthananda (2007–)

Prominent monks

Apart from Direct disciples of Sri Ramakrishna, 

some of the other notable monks of the order are

1. Swami Abhayananda (Bharat Maharaj)

2. Swami Adidevananda

3. Swami Ashokananda

4. Swami Atmaprabhananda

5. Swami Balabhadrananda

6. Swami Budhananda
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7. Swami Nirvedananda[39]

8. Swami Ghanananda

9. Swami Jagadananda

10. Swami Niranjanananda Junior (Pandalai 

Maharaj of Haripad)[40]

11. Swami Sharvananda

12. Swami Sukhananda

13. Swami Chitsukhananda of Haripad[40]

14. Swami Nikhilananda

15. Swami Nityaswarupananda

16. Swami Paramananda

17. Swami Prabhavananda

18. Swami Premeshananda

19. Swami Purushottamananda of Vasishtaguha

20. Swami Purushottamananda

21. Swami Shambhavananda

22. Swami Siddheshwarananda

23. Swami Tapasyananda

24. Swami Yatishwarananda

25. Swami Ranganathananda

26. Swami Lokeshwarananda

27. Swami Swahananda

28. Swami Gokulananda[41]

29. Swami Kirtidananda

30. Swami Lokeshwarananda

31. Swami Kshmananda

32. Swami Prameyananda

33. Swami Kalyanananda

34. Swami Bhaskarananda

35. Swami Tyagananda
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SPECIAL REPORT

Should we or should we not take pride on being a Hindu? Probably not!!! Anyone can make or shake our 

belief on our religion and saints. Any filmmaker (Apparently ‘PK’ & others in the past and ‘Chal Guru Ho 

Ja Shuru’ is in its starting stage) can attack on Hinduism, make fun of it and we watch such movies without 

hesitation. Any MF Hussain can portray our deities’ images in derogatory manner, any foreigner can make 

image of our deities, saints on alcoholic beverages and footwear so easily. Why so? The most probable 

reason being that we do not respect our own religion, Hinduism…a religion related to humanity! And we 

never sought refuge in revered saints who can explain the logics behind every ritual or custom. Though 

I respect all religions, sects, castes and creed, I just wish you to understand as to what is going on, about 

which we are ignorant.

Currently there are many religious Gurus available in the market, exploiting public’s sentiments and their 

religious faith, fraudulently impressing public by making disciples. Illegal possessions on lands, encroach-

ments, violation of laws, murder, and sexual assault with minors, what offence is left to be entangling such 

leaders? Renowned sociologists discovered the reasons leading one towards these Guru’s. Family disputes, 

poverty , unemployment, financial insecurity, people having no child or unhealthy child or girl, seeking for 

boy child; to get rid of ailment, passing examination, desiring promotions, spouse etc. are the reasons one 

seek refuge of renowned saints with huge followership, having hundreds of examples witnessing numer-

ous miracles have taken place by blessings of such Gurus.

Arise O Indians ! Wake Up !
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How can we access such true saints (as written in the Bhagavad Gita..’tad vidhi pranipaten pariprashnen 

sevaya, updeshyanti te gyanam gnaninas tattva darishinaha’) who are constantly being depicted  before us 

as criminals, culprits of offences not less than murder, rape – to name a few. Let me explain you as to how 

media created clouds of illusory statements regarding our venerable saints and attempted to tarnish their 

images. Let’s go deep into the matter and know the facts, truths and abandon lies and realize that clouds of 

illusions can momentarily blur the shine of our ‘sun like saints’, but not permanently. Now we will reach to 

the general masses to create awareness. To put up a few examples:-

Shankaracharya Jayendra Saraswati:-

Kanchi Kaam koti Peeth runs various religious and educational organizations, hospitals and old age homes. 

The then CM of Tamil Nadu arrested innocent Shankaracharya Jayendra Saraswati on Deepawali night in 

2004 and the trial continued for 9 years and was humiliated and tortured by the police. In 2013 Pondicherry 

court acquitted him and found the allegations leveled against him was baseless in case Shankar Raman Mur-

der case. Are you aware of the fact that he suffered a lot due to delay in justice and did media disseminate 

the facts related to the case neutrally?

Sadhvi Pragya:-

Sadvi Pragya was arrested in the year 2008 in a fake case of bomb blasts in Hyderabad and Malegaon. Po-

lice injected harmful substances in her body, as a result of which she got paralyzed. All these were done by 

the people involved in conversion of Hindus and Sadhvi Pragya always made people aware by her preaching 

on Hinduism.  Do you know the truth as to what happened to Sadhvi Pargaya? After 6 years National Inves-

tigation Agency confessed her arrest as well as other accused allegedly involved in the case to be erroneous.
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Swami Nityananda:-

He was arrested in the year 2010 in a false case of illicit relationship with a renowned Tamil actress Ran-

jeeta, who herself admitted that this case was framed by the Christian missionaries involved in conversion. 

The sex CD was brainchild of ‘Kuruppan Lenin’- a converted Christian having expertise in video morph-

ing. After investigation it was revealed that the person in video was not Swami Nityananda. Pursuant to 

Court’s instructions ‘Star TV’ and ‘Star Vijay’, Aaj Tak channels had to telecast their apologies for dissem-

inating false news. Lenin was arrested in fabricating false evidence. 

Yogacharya Ramdev:-

Fake allegations of admixing earthworm and human brain’s powder in the medicines were leveled against 

Baba Ramdev in order to attack the economy of India which was flourishing by selling Ayurvedic medi-

cines world-wide. On June 4, 2011 the police with an intention to encounter Ramdevji in Ramleela Maidan 

all of sudden attacked thousands of people involved in Satyagrah and paid media spread the news of his 

being Thug, thief and absconder. Aspersion of his Guru’s murder was also casted on him.  Without any 

significant reason, his disciple and chief assistant was also put behind the bars in a petty matter related to 

passport to tarnish the image of his organization. All concocted tales against Babaji could not tarnish his 

image amongst his followers.

Swami Shyamanand:-

He was served some narcotic substances and spread the rumor of his involvement in illicit relationship 

with a girl in drunken state. His disciples met with the alleged victim girl and the truth came out that the 

conspirators had by successful implementation of this plan by entangling the innocent saint, wished to 

grab ashram lands of Swami Shyamanand, a great supporter of Hinduism as well as humanity.

Swami Laxmananda Saraswati:-

Swami Laxmanananda, a saint who always preferred for upliftment of the destitute people in Odisha. In 

opposition to conversion by Christian missionaries, he was gun shot by the conspirators in August 2008. 
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His body was cut into pieces by axe. Swamiji’s aides and villagers caught up 2 suspects with masks and 

armaments involved in the conspiracy, but the police took no cognizance. The police was given informa-

tion about the constant threats given to Swamiji, but did nothing for the same. A copy of register in Vatican 

City with the proposal to kill Swamiji was also provided in support of evidence. But, nothing was done 

on this issue. 

Swami Shantikalji:-

He was spreading the message of our Indian culture in hilly area of Tripura and was a major obstacle for 

missionaries involved in conversions. ‘National Liberation Front of Tripura’   a Christian organization was 

involved in his murder. He was killed in his ashram on denial of assisting missionaries’ activities. Is this 

the punishment for our revered saints to raise voice in favor and support of own culture by conspirators in 

one after another case?

Chandra Swami:-

A great supporter of Hinduism, Chandra Swami, has been accused repeatedly of financial irregularities. In 

1996, he was arrested on charges of defrauding a London-based businessman of $100,000. He has faced 

charges for repeated violation of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act. After 9 years of imprisonment 

with mental and physical torture, he was acquitted and found that there was no evidence against him to 

violate laws. Do you know Chandra Swami more than a culprit? No. Unbiased media’s role is clearly 

lacking in fulfilling its duties.   

Swami Asseemananda:-

He was arrested with allegation of promoting terrorism. Swami ji said that police was conspiring against 

him to give false statements in order to promote conversion and sought his assistance in anti-social activ-

ities by missionary in Daang forest area in the South Gujarat. He was given electric shocks and beef was 
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served to him. Notwithstanding all these circumstances, Swamiji did not participate in anti-social activities 

to promote terrorism. Conspirators left no stone unturned to torture him, has media ever covered this news? 

Unfortunately, not!

Swami Ramsukhdasji:-

Conspirators leveled many allegations on him; as a result he abandoned food and water. His disciples 

discouraged the formers’ activities thereby spreading the message of the truth related to the case and en-

couraged the people to keep high regard for him. A true saint has to always suffer a lot in public good, both 

physical and mental torture due to our (Hindus) own internally lacking unity. 

Kripaluji Maharaj(Jagadguru Kripalu):-

He was arrested at the age of 85, in Trininad, in case of rape with 22 years old girl, which was proven false 

later. But, it is important that all time dissemination of such kind of rumors shake our belief- mechanism 

adversely. 

Swami Keshvananda:-

Politicians and police personnel jointly conspired against Swamiji and entangled him in a false case of rape. 

He was given 12 years imprisonment after spending 7 years; the authorities anyhow realized the fact and ac-

quitted Swamiji. Police officer involved in the conspiracy became tidbit for the tiger, thus the Nature taught 

this lesson for others to not involve themselves in any conspiracy against innocent saints.  

Swami Vivekananda:-

The conspirators (Veerchand and Pratapchand) puppets of missionaries leveled false allegations on Swamiji 

for his involvement in illicit activities in India and America. Despite all such odds, he is till date adorable 

amongst us. The prudent ones could realize the facts and we read about his preaching till date in books. 

Baba Gurmeet Ram Rahimji:-

Sirsa, Haryana Dera Sacha Sauda Chief Gurmeet Ram Rahimji spread the message of humanity by selfless 

service, but he was conspired and embroiled in a sex scandal, in which he was not involved and later on 

proved innocent. A movie was made to spread the message of humanity by Babaji and this picture had to 

cross many hurdles by Censor  Board, which (censor board) has no rules and regulations for obscene and vi-
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olence contents and actually objectionable material in the movies (PK and others) made by others, watched 

by all age groups including children and youngsters. Does it not blemish the image of censor board and 

appear its involvement to promote violence?

Swami Amritananda ji:-

Swamiji always worked for replaced Hindus and Kashmiri Pundits and for their return in the valley. Mum-

bai police incarcerated him by leveling false allegations for promoting terrorism activities. Media by false 

propaganda named him as Dayanand Pandeya. Police tortured him by destroying his saffron clothes and 

gave him electric shocks. His scriptures were thrown in the gutter. He was beaten mercilessly until he 

fainted. Beef was forcibly given to him thus was tortured by Mumbai police. The key point to think - is our 

system corrupt or our saints?

JagadGuru Shri Narendracharyaji Maharaj:-

Dec 4, 2005; He was restricted to carry his ‘Dharmadanda’ by airways and his disciples were beaten merci-

lessly on airport premises. Was this any reason to create such annoyance? 

Jayant Athavaleji:

He was the founder of Sanathan Sanstha in Maharashtra and despite of him being bed ridden on account of 

his ailments, he was entangled in baseless case in January 8, 2010. Are we really amongst those Indians, 

who anytime could boast about giving respect to our saints?

Ishwarbua Ramdasi:-

Maharashtra saint was entangled in a false case of character assassination and a female filed a false com-

plaint on instructions of conspirators, the saint was arrested on midnight June 2013.Now you may have 

understood that these cases are meant only to entangle revered saints!

Sudhanshu Maharaj:-

False allegations regarding management of finances were leveled against him. 

Sant Nigamandand:-

He was on hunger strike for the noble cause of maintaining the cleanliness in the Ganges by keeping away 

mines near Kumbh zone. After 68 days of hunger strike, he was forcibly put behind the bars and by admix-

ing poison, food was served to him, thus was killed. This is the punishment to serve the humanity and to 

protect our river associated with great religious concerns!

Sri Sri Ravishankar:-

On May 10, 2010 ‘Founder of Art Of Living’ Ravishankar ji was shot by conspirators, but it was a narrow 

escape, thus his life was saved. 
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Mata Amritanandmayi:-

She was defamed as having connections with sex workers in red light area to tarnish her image amongst 

her followers. 

Swami Paripurnanandji:-

He was kidnapped from Kumbh and there is no news of his existence or non-existence available as yet. A 

great applaud to the conspirators on their success stories! And shame on us, our system! System which is 

efficient enough to search a minister’s dog in a single day but could not get any inkling regarding a respect-

able saint after his abduction! 

Swami Narayan community:-

This community has nurtured the society with ethical and moral values, but its chief saints were defamed 

by leveling false allegation of character assassination in 2013.

Satya Sai Baba:-

He was said to have indulged into altruistic activities and he was defamed by conspirators in false allega-

tions of character assassination. 

Baba Jai Gurudev:-

Mathura’s saint Babaji always motivated people to become vegetarian. He opposed governments’ policies 

regarding ‘Nasbandi’. He was put behind the bars for 21 months from June 1975-March 1977 and was 

tortured by having detained him for 20 hours and gave him uncooked or half cooked meal and provided no 

medical facility, when required.

Tihar jail authorities requested him to support the political parties for elections, which he denied. As a re-

sult, his 14,000 disciples were sent to imprisonment. Police personnel after giving corporal punishment to 

his disciples left all of those in forests. 

Sachidananda Maharaj:-
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Bhakti Niketan’s Founder was tortured in fake case of murder, after seven and half years court acquitted him 

on January 30, 2014. 

Narayan  Prem Sai :-

Irrespective of the fact that Narayan Prem Saiji is son of Asharam Bapuji, he is well known for his philan-

thropic deeds done in public welfare. He also has huge followership and great supporter of Hinduism, hence 

at the target of the conspirators including political parties, multinational companies and paid media. Bharti 

behen, (daughter of Asharam Bapuji) and his wife were also at the target of the conspirators. Be it any mur-

ders of any witness like Amrit Prajapati or Akhil, the allegations are leveled against Bapuji and his family to 

complicate the case and to spread the rumours, which are baseless in its entirety.

Asharam (Asaram) Bapu:-

Spiritual revolt’s forerunner His highness Asharam Bapu represented India in the world religious parliament 

in Chicago. He headed the Dharmaraksha Manch including 13 Akadas. He initiated the concepts of celebrat-

ing ‘Parents worship day’ instead of Valentine’s Day throughout the world. He provided shelters to the pau-

per. He always supported the poor and deprived sections with food, clothes and other needy things. He made 

many cow shelters to protect and improvise the plight of cows in order to escape such cows from slaughter.

More than 17,000 Bal Sanskara Kendra (Children upliftment centres) are running under his guidance. 1300+ 

yoga Vedanta Sewa Samitis are functional for public welfare. His 400+ ashrams and crores of disciples are 

spreading the message of humanity and ethical values. For last 50+ years his involvement in altruistic deeds 

is going on. Even after his entanglement in fake cases of rape, tourists are yet coming in India to see such 

a venerable saint whose disciples assemble every full moon day for Poonam Darshan, and worship the jail 

and court premises appearing as a pilgrimage. He prevented conversion by creating awareness amongst his 

followers. The adversely affected political parties, Christian missionaries, multinational companies, paid 

media and other anti-social elements targeted on Bapuji.

After hearing above examples, do we deserve to call ourselves Hindus? It is a long way to go before we 

can claim to protect our culture and our religion. We urge you to wake up now or it will be too late when 

we realize that it is a rape with our culture, ethics & values and if soon no decision is taken to protect such 

saints, it will be turn into a rape of our administration and judicial system.

Source : SachKiAvaaz.com
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HINDU’S PRIDE  

Indian Discoveries & Inventions Part II

PROGRESSION OF THE TYPE  12 + 22 + 32 + 42 + .... 

Sapthaanaam ashtaanaam saptadasaanaam chathurbhu jaaschithaya: ekavidyaanaam vaachyam padast-

haraasthaa hi vargaakhyaa: 

There are (three pyramidal) piles on square bases having 7, 8 and 17 layers which are also squares. Say 

the number of units there in. 

BHASKARACHARYA I - ARYABHATEEYA BHASHYA 628 AD 

PROGRESSION OF THE TYPE 13 + 23 + 33 + 43 + 

Chathurasraghanaschithaya: panchachathurnavastharaa vinirdesyaa: ekaavaghatithaasthaa: samacha-

thura sreshtakaa: kramasa: 

There are three pyramidal piles having 5, 4 and 9 cuboidal layers. They are cuboidal bricks (of unit di-

mension) with one brick in the topmost layer. Find the number of bricks used in them. 

BHASKARACHARYA I - ARYABHATEEYA BHASHYA 628 AD 

PROGRESSION OF THE TYPE  _n + _n2 + _n3 + _n 4 

Sankalithakruthighanaanaam sankalithasamaasamaanaam me kathaya shannaam sakhe padaanaam 

ganayithvaa yadivijaanaasi
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Friend, if you know, then say after calculation (i) the sum of successive sum of 6 natural numbers (ii) the 

sum of the squares of the first 6 natural numbers and (iii) the sum of the cubes of first 6 natural numbers. 

SREEDHARACHARYA - IN PATIGANITHA 900 AD 

FIRST DEGREE INDETERMINATE EQUATION 

Mudgaanaam kudavaa: saptha labhyanthe navabhi: pane: panena kudavasyaardham thandulaanaama-

vaapyathe thatha: panathrayam saardham gruheethvaa_asu vaningmama thandulaanaam prayacchaam-

sa mudgaanaam cha dvisangunam 

7 kudavas (unit of measurement) of mudga are obtained for 9 panas and ½ kudava of rice is obtained for 

one pana. Then O! merchant take 3½ panas and quickly give me one part of rice and two parts of mudga. 

SREEDHARACHARYA - IN PATIGANITHA 900 AD 

FIRST ORDER EQUATION - I 

Ye nirjaraa dinadinaardha thrutheeya shashtai: sampoorayanthi pruthak pruthakeva mukthaa: vaapeem 

yadaa yugapadeva sakhe vimukthaasthe kenavaasaralavena thadaa vadaasu 

By opening 4 inlets separately, one pond gets filled respectively within 1, ½, 1/3, and 1/6 days. If all the 

four inlets are opened together, how much time (in fraction of the day) is required to fill the pond ? 

BHASKARACHARYA II - IN LILVATI 1114 AD 

FIRST ORDER EQUATION - II 

Nava gulikaa saptha (cha) roopakasamaasthrayaanaam (thu) gulikaanaam thrayodasaanaam cha roopa-

kaanaam thadaa kim gulikaa moolyam 

If 9 gulika and 7 rupaka are equal to 3 gulika and 13 rupaka, what is the price of one gulika? (the answer 

can be determined through the same method followed above) 

SREEDHARACHARYA PATIGANITHA 990 AD 

EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER- I 

Vaanarakulathribhaga: svathryamsa samanvi1tha: sara: prayayow moolam cha pipaasathi dvow 

choothathale sthithow seshow 

One third of a troop of monkey with one third of itself has gone to the tank; the square root of the whole 

troop is afflicted with thirst, and the remaining 2 monkeys are sitting under the mango tree. What is the 
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total number of monkeys? 1/3 a + 1/9 a + _a + 2 = a. 

REEDHARACHARYA - PATIGANITHA 990 AD 

EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER- II 

Bale maralakula mooladalaani saptha theere vilaasabhara manthara gaanyapasyam kurvancha keleeka-

laham kalahamsayugmam sesham jale vada maraalakula pramaanam 

I saw that one half of 7 times of the square root of the total number of swans were slowly moving away in 

the river. Remaining 2 are playing in water. What is the number of total swans? (equation: 7/2 _a+2=a) 

BHASKARACHARYA - LILAVATI 1114 AD 

PYTHAGORUS THEOREM DISCOVERED BY BOUDHAYANA 

Samachathurasrasyakshnayaa rajju dvishtavathim bhoomim karothi 

The diagonal of a square produces double the area of the square. 

Deerghachathurasrasyakshnayaarajju: paarsvamaani thiryanmaani cha yatpruthakbhoothe ku-

ruthasthadubhayam karoti 

Areas produced separately by the length and breadth of rectangle together equal to the area of the (square) 

produced by the diagonal. 

BOUDHAYANA BOUDHAYANA SULBASUTRA 700 BC 

EXPLANATION OF BINOMIAL THEOREM 

If a three syllablic Madhya Chanda based on guru and lakhu sounds were followed, then variation of guru 

and lakhu sound will be on the following pattern: 

3 guru sound occur once, 2 guru and 1 lakhu occur thrice, 1 guru and 2 lakhu sounds occur thrice, 3 

lakhu occur once. 

The equation can be derived easily. If guru is g and lakhu is 1 then,  

(g+1)3 = g3+3g21+3g12+l3. 

This equation is the same as (x+y)3. Similarly for finding the pratishta Chanda, in the Chanda sastra of 

Pingalacharya, the following equation can be indirectly applied in this form: (g+1)4 which is expanded as 

g4+4g31+4g212+4g13+14 I.e 4 guru sound occur once, 3 guru and 1 lakhu occur four times, 2 guru and 2 
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lakhu occur four times, 1 guru and 3 lakhu occur four times and 4 lakhu occur once. 

PINGALACHARYA - CHANDASASTRA 200 BC

GEOMETRY IN SULBASUTRA-II 

Thaasaam trika chathushkayordvaadasikapanchikayo: panchadasikaashti kayo: saaptikachathurim-

sathikayo: dvaadasika panchathrimsathikayo: panchadasikashad- thrimsikayo: ithyethaasoopalabdhi: 

Hypotenuse in rectangles having sides 3 and 4 (= 5), 12 and 5 (= 13), 15 and 8 (= 17), 7 and 24 (= 25), 12 

and 35 (= 37) and 15 and 36 (= 39) (I.49). 

BOUDHAYANA BOUDHAYANA SULBASUTRA 700 BC 

ANGULAR DIMENSIONS 

Angagunavedahuthaasaa: kalikaa vikalaa: samudrajaladhaya: svalpajalakhaashtasasi dhruthisasina: ka-

likaa: saraagnayo vikalaa: thrijyaakruthivarashta navathribhuvo visve jinaamsajyaa. 

Thribhujasya phalasareeram samadalakoti bhujaardha samvarga: 

The area of a triangle is the product of the prependicular and half the base. 

ARYABHATTA I ARYABHATEEYA 499 AD 

Karnasthrayodasa syaath panchadasaanyo mahee drisapthaiva vishamasthri bhujasya sakhe phala-

sankhyaa kaa bhavedasya 

What is the area of a scalene traingle in which one lateral side is 13 units, other 15 unit and the base is 14 

units. 

Ashtaadasakocchrayovamso vaathena paathithomoolaath shadgathvaavasow pathithaasthribhujam 

kruthvaa kva bhaghna: syaath 

A bamboo of beight 18 cubits fell by the wind, it falls at a distance of 6 cubits from the root, thus forming 

a right triangle, where is the break? 

BHASKARA I COMMENTARY TO ARYABHATEEYA 628 AD

< = = = = = >
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THE GREAT INDIAN IRONY 

Be aware from SLY FOXES !!!

Media Reporter : Why Milk wasted on SHIVLING on the SHIVRATRI , that’s a statue only,  what the 

foolish things !

Wise Hindu : Hey , what is important for you , ONE DAY MILK or LIFE TIME MILK ? 

Media Reporter : Obviously , Life time

Wise Hindu : That’s  great ! But You never ask on killing of cow , who gives life time Milk !!!  Why 

you are ignoring LIFE TIME MILK !!!  

Media Reporter : He He He 

Wise Hindu : What happen ? 

Media Reporter : Nothing , On Holi festival , much of water wasted ... so we should save water. 

Wise Hindu : one minute , you know how much water wasted in forming harmful BEER ? how much 

water wasted in slaughter houses ? 

Media Reporter : He He He 

Wise Hindu : What happen ?

Media Reporter : Okey , Much of Noise and air pollution by CRACKERS on the occasion of Diwali. 

Wise Hindu : hmm, one country is heavy for you from 220 countries. 
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Media Reporter : Means ??

Wise Hindu : on the occasion of 31st DEC , 220 countries do Noise and Air Pollution , But you have only 

Diwali to criticize. 

Media Reporter : He he he ...

Wise Hindu : What happen ?

Media Reporter : Nothing , Thank GOD , Happy to see wise Hindu.   

Wise Hindu : One Hindu is always wiser than Copy Cats . 

Media Reporter : hmm , Means ?

Wise Hindu : Are you Hindu ?

Media Reporter : Yes , But I’m Secular.

Wise Reporter : A person can be either a religious or a secular , But can’t both. 

Media Reporter : oh , okey I’m Secular only. 

Wise Hindu : okey , Is secular means to criticize a Hindu religion ? 

Media Reporter : No , We are not criticizing , we think and tell the truth . 

Wise Hindu : okey , Then Why you never think on BAKRI-EID where lots of innocent cattle killed only 

behalf of a festival. you never think on New Year Celebration where Noise , Air  pollution world wide. you 

never think on Conversion by Missionaries. ...

Media Reporter : Hey I am reporter . So you can’t ask question from me . 

Wise Hindu : So strange ! you failed to regain consciousness for 10 Minute. I proud to be a HINDU being 

BHARTIYE.
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AYUR PLANT

With the recent dengue outbreak, the use of papaya leaves as natural cure for dengue has received much 

interest among the public, and in the lay press [1]. Being easily available and affordable, the use of papaya 

leaves occurs indiscriminately. The physician however remains unclear of his or her stand on the issue. 

The therapeutic effects of aqueous extract of papaya (Carica papaya) leaves are presumed to be due to 

several active components such as papain, chymopapain, cystatin, L-tocopherol, ascorbic acid, flavonoids, 

cyanogenic glucosides and glucosinolates. These are antioxidants that reduce lipid peroxidation, exhibit 

antitumor activity and immune modulatory effects [2]. Animal studies suggest that papaya leaf extracts 

have potential therapeutic effect on disease processes causing destabilization of biological membranes as 

they inhibit hemolysis in vitro [3] and may cause increased platelet and red blood cell counts [4]. A recent 

open-labelled trial from Malayasia demonstrated significantly higher platelet count after 40-48 hours of 

first dose of papaya leaves’ juice [5]. Others have also reported encouraging findings. In spite of these small 

scale studies, the fact remains that dengue is a mostly a self-limiting disease with spontaneous increase in 

platelets during recovery. 

The role of papaya leaves cannot be scientifically substantiated based on a few positive preliminary reports. 

The need of the day is to commission high quality trials in humans to provide scientific evidence for or 

Papaya Leaves in Dengue Fever: Is there Scientific Evidence? 
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against papaya leaves. Herbal products are assumed to be safe because they are natural, but this assumption 

cannot be valued more than mere conventional wisdom. As reported, anticoagulant effect of warfarin was 

found to be potentiated after consuming an extract of Carica papaya [6]. The purpose of this communica-

tion is not to raise questions on the use of herbal products for disease management, or to belittle the pa-

tients’ efforts to use all available measures, whether approved or not, to alleviate their suffering; but, a call 

to the research community to generate evidence so that any potential benefits are not discredited. The sci-

ence must provide evidence to dispel myths and focus efforts on evidence-based management of dengue. 

NEETU SHARMA AND *DEVENDRA MISHRA

Departments of Pediatrics, GR Medical College, 

Gwalior, and *Maulana Azad Medical College, Delhi, India.
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